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ABSTRACT

The ever growing popularity and population of virtual spaces has produced a new 

industry known as the real money trade. Real money trade (RMT) concerns the trade of 

virtual assets for real world cash, and the practice has managed to thrive in Massive 

Multiplayer Online (MMO) games such as World of Warcraft (WoW). 

WoW's parent company, Blizzard Entertainment, has decided to outlaw RMT in 

its virtual world. This action has resulted in 3rd parties stepping in to supply RMT 

services for eager players, which has come to be known as secondary RMT. These  are 

black market businesses, but they do provide jobs and satisfy consumers.

It is the goal of this paper to explore the different forms of RMT and who 

respectively operates them. By examining how RMT can impose external costs to player 

and entertainment company alike, this paper will attempt to determine whether or not it 

would be better business for Blizzard to drop its sanctions on the virtual exchange rate.

Dr. Richard D. Coe

Division of Social Sciences
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Chapter 1
A Virtual Economy

A particular genre of online game known as an MMORPG (Massive 

Multiplier Online Role Playing Game) has come to demonstrate just how complex and 

lifelike a virtual economy can be. Not only do these newly constructed games support 

bustling, breathing virtual worlds, they host entire digital societies in which goods and 

services are produced and consumed by a player’s avatar1.  What makes these games 

different from traditional video games is that they are without end. They are persistent 

worlds that are affected by the decisions of its denizens, who despite the fictional nature 

of the setting behave and think like real people. If a player logs off, the world continues 

on without them, much like how people sleep at night. There is no clear winner in an 

MMORPG, as there may be no clear winner in life, but there are a variety of reasons that 

motivate people to keep on playing. 

An MMO, despite whatever complexities it may house, is simply another form of 

mass media produced by the digital entertainment industry. It is constructed  first and 

foremost to earn a profit. Their development time can be lengthy and expensive though, 

so they are inherently risky undertakings. 

If MMOs were not profitable endeavors their respective virtual worlds would 

cease to be. The methods by which MMO companies collect profits affect MMO design, 

game play, and their respective virtual economies. But before these differences are 

discussed and the basic economics of a virtual world are outlined, it is worth noting just 

1 An Avatar is the character a player creates and assumes the role of in the game world
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how popular MMOs have become in recent years.

From 1997 to 2001 American subscription MMOs felt a marked surge of new 

players. At the time the big MMOs like Everquest (EQ), Ultima Online (UO), and 

Asheron’s Call (AC) incited a estimated average yearly growth in total MMOG 

subscriptions of 152.1%.2 The market demand for MMOs was still being felt out at this 

time, and the industry would only continue in the following years.

As the original big three began to show their age their numbers subsequently 

faded. That is not to say less people were playing MMOs though. Newer, better designed 

MMOs had simply assumed the place of the previous generation, a trend that continues to 

this day. The initial percentage population boom might have been over by the early 

2000s, but active subscriptions continue to rise consistently to this day when taken across 

the aggregate of MMOs.

It is estimated that the total number of active subscriptions to MMOs worldwide 

is around 16 million as of 2008.3 In 2005 around just 6 and half million total MMO 

subscriptions existed. Just six years earlier in 1999 the number was well under 1 million. 

World of Warcraft (WoW), currently the most popular MMO, boasted over 2.8 million 

copies sold within the first 24 hours of its most recent expansion, Wrath of the Lich King, 

in November 2008.4 It has also been reported by Blizzard Entertainment, the creators and 

administrators of WoW, that prior to the expansion’s release the game’s worldwide 

2 Woodcock. "An Analysis of MMOG Subscription Growth Version 23.0"

3  Woodcock. "An Analysis of MMOG Subscription Growth Version 23.0
 MMOGCHART.COM.  http://www.mmogchart.com/Chart4.html

4  Found at Blizzards Website. http://us.blizzard.com/en-us/company/press/pressreleases.html?081120
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population had grown to over 11 million subscriptions. It is important to note, though, 

that this number may be inflated compared to the number of people who actually play 

WoW.  There is no guarantee that accounts are all held by different individuals since 

players can and often do own more then one account. Due to its popularity and this 

researcher’s personal experience, WoW will be the subscription MMO of focus unless 

otherwise noted for this paper. 

Social scientists have plunged into these games as a result of their ever increasing 

popularity and relevance. These mini worlds have proven to be excellent petri dishes for 

various forms of inquiry, but who exactly populates this online universe? 

Judging from the means, the typical Norrathian is a well educated single US 

man in his 20s, working full time, earning about $20 per hour. A significant fraction of the 

respondents are students (35 percent). 5

While this data is somewhat old as it was taken from a last generation MMO 

(EQ), it is likely that the largest player demographic found then probably still plays a 

significant role in MMO composition today.  In 2003 Yee found the mean age of players 

to be 26.57. It was found, however, that MMORPGs appeal to a broad age range 

extending11 to 69 years old.6 The main differences in play with respect to gender had to 

do with occupation, with far more student players being male and far more stay-at-home 

5 Castronova, Edward.(2001) "Virtual Worlds: A first hand account of market and society on the cyberian 
frontier", p 22

6 Yee, N. (2006). The Demographics, Motivations and Derived Experiences of Users of Massively-
Multiuser Online Graphical Environments

3
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players being female.

a typical group in an MMORPG may be composed of a high-school student, a 

graphic designer in his 20’s, a stay-at-home mom and her husband, all collaborating to 

achieve some common goal.7

There are, however, many different levels of participation in these online worlds. 

There are players who might log in twice a week for a few hours. There are others who 

would spend more time there then they do anywhere else. A study that began with the 

launch of WoW found that, on average, each WoW player spent 615 minutes, or about 10 

hours, in WoW during a 1-week period.8 Another found an average usage of 22 hours per 

week across multiple MMOs.9 A previous survey on Everquest players from Castronova 

found an interesting phenomena. 

A significant fraction, 20 percent, views themselves as people who "live in"  

Norrath (the fictional world of EQ). A similar fraction, 22 percent, express the desire to  

spend all of their time there. About 40 percent indicate that if a sufficient wage (self-defined) 

were available in Norrath, they would quit their economic activity on Earth (work or school, 

as the case may be) and devote their labor hours to the Norrathian economy… Interestingly, 

those who consider themselves residents of Norrath are not radically different from those  

who do not. The residents do tend to have lower education, fewer work hours, and lower  

7Yee, N. (2006). The Demographics, Motivations and Derived Experiences of Users of Massively-
Multiuser Online Graphical Environments, p 34
8 Ducheneaut et al. (2006), p 286
9Yee, N. (2006). The Demographics, Motivations and Derived Experiences of Users of Massively-
Multiuser Online Graphical Environments
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wages, and they are less likely to have major Earth obligations (spouses, children).10

A player preferring virtual reality to actuality is profound! Despite the 

complexities of any advanced MMO, it is still pictures moving across a computer screen. 

As an economist one knows that to question why some things have utility is only an 

exercise in futility, but it is interesting that a particular type of game can hold such 

meaning to a person. 

It is clear that there is some level of mass appeal, and in the future there is a 

possibility that MMOs may develop a composition of players that is a more accurate 

reflection of reality. The direction of MMOs is certainly away from being a young male's 

time killer to something that potentially any demographic would participate in. This is 

without a doubt a good thing for the industry's future, but it may not be a future last 

generation MMO inhabitants are familiar with.

Due to the demand for virtual space, new games are always being introduced, all 

in hopes of capturing a piece of the digital frontier for themselves. Today their are a 

plethora of virtual hang outs that come in as many shapes, styles, and sizes as there are 

cars, houses, or any other massively consumed product

10 Castronova, Edward.(2001) "Virtual Worlds: A first hand account of market and society on the cyberian 
frontier", p 22
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The Appeal

Game designer Dave Rickey remarks on the nature of the traditional MMO 

experience.

At the most fundamental level, these games are about empowerment and 

achievement, providing a never-ending sense of increasing importance and power to the 

player in the form of ever larger and more important-sounding skills, items, numbers, and 

achievements for their character. And for these markers of progress to be available to 

everyone and still provide a sense of accomplishment, it must take a considerable amount of 

time investment to get there... 

At another level, however, they have become exercises in the very 

pointlessness they are intended to distract from. You fight creatures to get stronger and 

collect better equipment so you can fight bigger creatures and get better stuff so you can 

fight still bigger creatures and get yet better stuff. At the end, even though your character has 

apparently grown in strength by several orders of magnitude, you have not actually gained in 

strength relative to the things you are fighting; in fact, you may be quite a lot weaker in 

comparison to the uber-mob of the latest expansion than you were to the (now pitifully 

weak) lesser boss of your original gameplay experience. 11

The whole endeavor can be surprisingly addictive, even when the player is 

aware of all the time they invest for essentially no real world return. Some call it simple 

fun, others call it an addiction.

The amount of time required to develop12 a character is often referred to as a 

11 Rickey. Found at   http://rpgvault.ign.com/articles/432/432071p1.html

12 Develope meaning the time it takes to level, equip, or attain any other necessities needed to make one's 
avatar the best it can be. 
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game's “grind”. Different games have different levels of grind associated with them. 

Games like WoW are relatively light in terms of grind and games like Lineage II are 

relatively heavy.13 If players didn't desire some level of grind it is likely the mechanic 

would be done away with, but that has not been the case apparently.

In fact, it seems that much of the appeal of any item or achievement in an 

MMO  involves the fact that it took a fair bit of effort (or at least time) to earn. This has 

given rise to some arguments that people will play anything, regardless of whether or not 

they even consider it fun, if there is some kind of extrinsic motivator dangled in front of 

them.14 

 Social15 games have come to embody these paradigms, and as such it has 

become some of their chief criticisms. Many developers have come to regard the game 

Farmville as the textbook example of a social game that is not built to be intrinsically 

enjoyable so much as it made to provide the player with dull things to do in order to 

receive rewards. That said, Farmville still boasts an impressive 31 million active users.16 

While seemingly boring time investment is a recurring theme in MMOs and 

social games alike it is by no means the only factor that keeps people coming back. If 

13 Most gamers are in agreement that Eastern MMOs tend to be very grind heavy while Western MMOs 
are much quicker to progress though.

14 Jennings. "Farmville Killed Gaming, V-Worlds, And Your Dog." (2010)
Availavle at http://www.mmorpg.com/showFeature.cfm/feature/4097/page/2 

15 Social games are "initially" free web-based games that are played through networking websites such as 
Facebook. They often employ micropayment systems, such as being able to buy game currency, and 
usually are much simpler games then MMOs.  Examples include Mafia Wars, Plants vs. Zombies, and 
Farmville. Their popularity continues to grow and grow.

16 Graft. "Zynga's Reynolds on "Social' First and Foremost" 
Found at 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/27310/DICE_2010_Zyngas_Reynolds_On_Social_First_And_F
oremost.php 
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playing for virtual extrinsic motivators was sufficient to entice players then the ironically 

produced game Progress Wars would be a smash hit.17 MMOs, and more recently social 

games, have been able to attract a variety of players due the variety of things to do in the 

games themselves. 

Arguably, subscription MMOs are usually better constructed, deeper, and 

more complex then social games, just as they tend to be when compared with 

micropayment MMOs.18  Since players still need some intrinsic motivation to play and 

since players tend to gravitate towards certain activities in these virtual environments,  a 

rough way of measuring the quality of an MMO can be seen in the extent to which the 

game can gratify common archetypes of players.19

One such player is the Explorer. These individuals enjoy a gigantic and lush 

world filled with secrets and beauty waiting to be mapped out. Through gradual 

exploration of the game world these players find enjoyment. Another is the Socializer, 

who as their name suggests enjoy being part of the social networks that develop in 

MMOs. These activities can range from simple hunting parties all the way up to in-game 

weddings and beyond. 20 

Achievers are players who want power. They seek to change the very 

17 Available at http://progresswars.com/. Progress Wars is a game in which you are given a mission, such 
as tickle an elephant. You then click a button that says "perform mission" until the task is complete. The 
player is then subsequently rewarded with experience and eventually a level up. This game was 
seemingly made to satirize game styles  based entirely on extrinsic motivation. 

18 The American social game resembles Asian micropayment MMOs is a variety of ways. Perhaps social 
games are in fact the Western Micropayment MMOs.

19 Every gamer has individual tastes, but MMOs have been carefully crafted to appeal to many common 
preferences.

20 Castronova. "Synthetic Worlds; The Business and Culture of Online Games."(2005), p. 72
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landscape of MMOs by gradually acquiring wealth and increasing the power of their 

avatar. Finally, there are the Controllers; players who enjoy dominating other players. 

This is most often manifested in the form of player versus player combat or “griefing”, a 

blanket term that describes an activity that ruins another player's time in game.21

While it is not specifically listed by Castronova in the way that the previous 

four archetypes are, there are also the Roleplayers.  While a Roleplayer may appear 

similar to a Socializer in many ways, they are distinct. A Socializer derives enjoyment 

from interacting with other players in a very general fashion. A Roleplayer, on the other 

hand, enjoys acting out and assuming the demeanor of their avatar specifically, usually in 

the company of others doing the same. This means that the MMO world itself must have 

some level of fantasy that is divorced from reality in order for roleplaying to work. As a 

result there are often "roleplaying preferred servers" in many MMOs that require players 

to uphold a level of “game realism” to ensure healthy populations of these individuals.22 

Therefore, the level of fantasy the MMO evokes can be thought of as a utility deriving 

element of an MMO. While games like Second Life mimic reality, the most common 

MMOs are either set in fantasy or sci-fi settings.23

These archetypes of players are by no means mutually exclusive. Players tend 

to enjoy and participate in many of the activities that an MMO provides. This researcher, 

for example, identifies with all the archetypes to an extent, perhaps barring roleplaying to 

21 Castronova. "Synthetic Worlds; The Business and Culture of Online Games."(2005)p. 72-73
22 Roleplaying servers are usually offered in most subscription MMOs. Most players however tend to play 

on servers with normal rule sets regarding game behavior.
23 It is astounding how many fantasy MMOs there have been. There is evidence that the setting of the 

game world is just as important as how the game itself is constructed.

9
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a degree. Therefore, a game that can satisfy all these tendencies best on the aggregate is 

most likely to be successful at seducing people into the virtual lifestyle.

Logging In

The basic experience one will find the first time they play an MMO is this.24 

After starting the game and signing into their account, the player is greeted with a list of 

servers, each with their own name, population level, and server type. Some servers may 

have slightly different rules, but besides these differences they are all more or less the 

same world, only with different players. Once a server is selected the player is prompted 

to create a character. They may select their race, class, gender, and general appearance 

from here. An example might be a Troll Rogue male with small tusks and a white pony 

tail. Once they are done customizing their avatar and have decided on a name, the player 

may take their first steps into this new virtual world.

Upon entering the game world for the first time the player will find 

themselves with no money and few skills to their name. They will be in a relatively safe 

place filled with other newcomers, often known as noob25 gardens. It is here in the noob 

garden that the game will slowly teach a player how to “live” in this virtual reality before 

they venture out into the larger and more dangerous world.

Most MMORPGs use levels to denote a player’s relative power, a theme that 

24This particular example is based off of World of Warcraft, but most subscription MMOs have a 
similarconstruction.
25 The word noob, often spelled with 0s instead of Os, is a derogatory term for anyone who is new at the 

game or bad at it. It has become something of a blanket term to describe or insult anyone in the game 
negatively.

10
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is almost universal across the genre. A level 1, the typical starting point, the player is a 

weakling unable to do much of anything. They can more or less slay only minor enemies 

and type messages to fellow players. A well developed max level player, however, will 

have several mounts, powerful weapons, magical armor, multiple trade skills, and most 

likely access to a network of other strong players in the form of a guild or clan.

The new player can seek out tasks26 given out by NPCs27 to complete in order to 

earn experience, goods, and money. Simply killing enemies also yields these things, but 

questing often yields more for the time put in.  Once a character has earned enough 

experience, they will gain a level, unlocking new abilities and as such growing stronger. 

This is the absolute bare bones equation that drives most MMOs. 

In addition to the monster slaying and quest completing systems there are trade 

skill based professions that yield no experience but allow players to either gather 

resources or produce various items. Players are often limited in the number of trade skills 

they can pick up, but each vastly effects a player's ability to earn money and outfit their 

avatar.

Each quest or monster a player kills slightly increases the personal capital of the 

player's avatar. Stronger monsters yield more money and stronger items on average, so 

anything that contributes to the avatar's ability to slay stronger creatures contributes 

directly to how much output a character can produce in a given time. Experience will 

26 Often known as quests.

27 Non Player Characters. NPCs are agents of the game used to perform function for the player. Examples 
including giving out quests, selling trade supplies, or offering repair services... for a cost.

11
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eventually lead to a character leveling up, items will either be consumed by the avatar or 

sold and bartered for economic gain, and money will directly contribute to purchasing 

items or skills the avatar may want later on. 

There is some risk. Your avatar's death does not go unpunished in MMOs. In EQ 

players lost some experience and appeared back at their home town or “bind point”. In 

EVE a player's spaceship is destroyed, representing a fairly large loss of money and time. 

In WoW your equipment receives wear and tear that incurs repair costs, and you must 

navigate yourself back to your avatar's body as a spirit before you are able to play as 

normal. 

The Developer Constructed Economy

Since players essentially create currency and items from playing the game 

there must be methods for taking these assets out of the economy. Previous MMOs  have 

grappled with inflation28 and deflation in an attempt to find the correct balance of creation 

and destruction in a game economy. As a result, MMO economies may be viewed as 

separate pieces controlled by different groups with different goals. This is not entirely 

unlike how the private and public sectors of the American economy function.

Firstly, there is the developer administered portion of the economy. Its main 

function is to ensure that the MMO's economy is healthy and balanced. This part deals 

with the relative worth of slaying a particular type of monster or doing a particular quest. 

28 Also know as “mudflation”. MUD stands for Multi User Dungeon. MUDs could be considered to be the 
parents of MMOs.

12
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It also deals with the rate at which items depreciate and the price of items or services a 

player might purchase or sell to an NPC merchant, tradesman, or trainer. In short, the 

developer controlled portion lays down the framework for any economic activity. This is 

done by tuning the game such that a certain amount of gold and items are produced for x 

amount of play while at the same time a certain amount of gold and items are destroyed.

This part of the MMO economy is relatively static and requires action on the part 

of the developers for any change to take place. It is here that all the game's currency and 

non trade skill items are made and here where they are eventually destroyed. In many 

ways this aspect of the game works as an autonomous Federal Reserve; passively 

controlling how much currency is floating around at any given point using a system of 

“gold sinks” to counteract the steady production of game currency. Likewise, items are 

inherently limited in how many times they may be used before they can be traded, 

ensuring that deflationary effects from a stockpile of virtual goods doesn't occur.29 In 

addition, many items are "bind on pickup", giving them a set shelf life.30

The Player Constructed Economy

The player governed portion of an MMO economy is much more analogous 

to what an American consumer would be familiar with. Many MMOs have districts 

designated as trade areas where players will shout and peddle their wares. At the heart of 

29 In WoW most items can only be equipped once. After this they may be liquidated for game gold by 
being sold to a merchant, but the item will not re enter the game economy. On top of this many items 
can only be worn by the person who originally found it.

30 BOP means bind on pickup. This means once an item has entered a player's inventory only they can use 
it.

13
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these districts is often something that resembles a massive digital catalog. Upon talking to 

an NPC associated with the catalog (referred to the auction house or AH in WoW) a 

window  will pop into the foreground of the player's user interface listing goods posted 

for sale by fellow player and their respective prices. It is not unlike Ebay, but it only 

applies to goods currently available in the game world, and only for game cash.31 It costs 

only a small fee to post an item as being for sale, a perfect example of how the developer 

made economy ensures that some cash is always destroyed from player activity.

Players are not limited to this system, however. Players may individually trade 

between each other with no overhead.32 No matter the method, prices for various items 

and components are decided upon by the community at large. The player market 

functions much like any earthly one, complete with speculators, businesses, and 

occasionally guild backed loans.

Economies in Micropayment and Subscription MMOs

There are multiple methods for MMOs to earn profits, the two main methods 

being either subscription or micropayment. Both are viable methods, but they have 

specific consequences for an MMO economy.

In short, subscription MMOs have closed economies with respect to reality. 

Only work done inside the game will yield any result for the player's avatar. 

Micropayment MMOs on the hand have open virtual borders. Players may purchase a 

31 In Sony's Everquest 2 players can buy items off of its auction house for real life cash.
32This is usually a hassle however considering the size of the game world.

14
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variety of goods, services, or even currency from the parent company for real life dollars. 

The typical end user subscription MMO experience is this. The consumer 

buys a copy of a particular MMO  and sits down at their computer to install it. They may 

have spent as much as 70 dollars at this point between buying the game itself and any 

expansions that might exist for it, and they are by no means done yet. As the game 

installs, the future player is prompted to set up an account using a key code that was 

given to them as part of their game purchase. This is to ensure that the game was 

purchased and not just pirated. Once their basic information has been entered, they are 

prompted to choose a subscription plan that will be billed to their credit card in time 

intervals of their choosing. Longer plans, such as 6 month plans, tend to be slightly 

cheaper then shorter monthly plans, but in the end the player can expect to be shelling out 

around 10 to 15 dollars a month for unlimited access to the game.33

The start of someone joining a micropayment MMO seems much more 

appealing. In a micropayment MMO, found commonly in Asian markets, the consumer 

may not have even needed to buy a disc. In fact, many micropayment MMOs are entirely 

Internet based and require no actual purchase in order to gain access. On top of this a 

purely micropayment MMO does not require a monthly fee to play. This type of MMO 

generates revenue by selling in-game items, services, or currency to its players. There is 

no requirement to buy anything at any point, but the MMO company still turns a profit 

from the few who do make purchases.

33 MMOs often sell game cards with a code on them that can be redeemed for a month of play for those 

who don’t have or don’t want to use a credit card.
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A subscription MMO is maximizing profits by creating an MMO that will be 

played for many months by a consumer, thereby getting a large number of monthly 

payments. The best way to do this is to periodically add large content packages that give 

all walks of players something new to experience. A micropayment MMO, on the other 

hand, is maximizing profits by enticing a portion of its player base to purchase game 

items more frequently. This is done by constantly introducing new ways for those types 

of players who do actually spend money to do so. These business plans are two different 

routes with the same end, turning a profit. 

A familiar example from the world of television would be the differences between 

HBO and HSN.34 HBO is concerned about holding subscriptions, so it provides enough 

new shows each month to make the subscription fee just worth it to its subscribers. HBO 

therefore collects a little bit of money from everyone. HSN provides free content to 

everyone and only takes in cash from a few people who actually buy their products. It is 

in HSN’s best interest to pander to the individual demands of viewers who actually spend 

money by enticing them with new things to buy. This makes for very different channels, 

as does subscription and. micropayment systems do for MMOs.

The recurring argument among players and developers is what method of MMO 

profit generation is best? Clearly players want to have fun and developers want to make 

money. A well designed MMO must satisfy both parties if it is to thrive.

Before setting out on this paper this researcher believed purely subscription 

MMOs to be clearly the best method for satisfying gamers and churning out a buck. To 

34  Sandra, http://www.eldergame.com/2008/01/subscriptions-vs-microtransactions-game-updates/
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say this view has made a 180 degree turn would not be a lie.

Why is there Wealth in the Virtual World?

Like traditional nations, the virtual worlds that have colonized the digital 

frontier trade in their own currency. Gold pieces, platinum pieces, gamer points, and ISK 

name just a few forms of tender that are used across this digital universe. These 

economies deal in falsities yes, but are they so different from our own? 

The mere fact that the goods and spaces are digital, and are part of something 

that has been given the label "game," is irrelevant. Willingness to pay, to sacrifice time and 

effort, is the ultimate arbiter of significance when it comes to assessments of economic 

value.35 

Like here on Earth, a digital world is rife with scarcity, and systems built upon the 

exchange of these fictional moneys have been devised to solve that inevitable problem of 

resource allocation. This problem of scarcity in a digital world is as artificial as the world 

itself, however. It is this researcher’s opinion that digital scarcity might be as inevitable 

as real life scarcity, but for entirely different reasons.  It takes only a few keystrokes for a 

software developer to create any digital good, yet no widely populated virtual universe 

abandons a level of scarceness that is similar to reality. This philosophy may be the very 

reason these virtual worlds thrive instead of whither, so one may not necessarily rush to 

35  Castronova, Edward. "On Virtual Economies." (2002, p. 15
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call scarcity a problem plaguing the digital realm. Scarcity creates value. Value for the 

game, value  for time played, and value for items and feats achieved. Scarcity at all levels 

of an MMO's design may be the defining factor that keeps players intrigued, despite how 

humanity has grappled with it since the beginning.36

As the game’s themselves are a parody of reality, so too are their economies. A 

world of infinite resources does not sit well with humans given its alien nature. What has 

always been a problem for society has apparently become a valued part of life worth 

replicating even in our wildest fantasies. Call it their recipe for success, if you will.

Virtual Items in the Real World

The phenomenon of trading real life currency for virtual goods and services is 

known as the Real-Money Trade, or RMT for short. Itunes or other similar web-based 

dealers are not an example of an RMT service since they sell something very tradition; 

music or movies. It is more or less just a new way to distribute a good that exists in 

reality. 

Despite how alien a true RMT market may sound, consider the fact that there 

are many Internet based companies that use RMT to generate profits already. Pop culture 

giant Facebook, for example, earns revenue by selling online goods to its customers, and 

they are not alone. The Korean social networking site Cyworld, the Chinese instant 

messaging service Tencent QQ, and the Finnish online image gallery known as IRC- 

Galleria all join Facebook in the RMT market.37  Digital hats and pets for avatar 

36 Dibbel 2006, Play Money or, How I quit my day job and made millions trading virtual loot.
37  Lehdonvirta (2009), p. 98
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customization are available for sale on Xbox live38. In 2006, Cyworld’s virtual item sales 

were almost 300,000 USD per day. This amounted to approximately 7 USD per user per 

year. This was enough to outpace the yearly advertisement revenue of MySpace which 

was at an estimated 2.17 USD per user.39 

The briefest definition one could give regarding the nature of a virtual good is 

that it holds no real world pertinence in and of itself. Yes, someone did make code for it 

at sometime, and perhaps someone  even earned it in a game, but it only really exists in 

the reality in which it was fabricated. A sword in World of Warcraft means nothing to the 

real world, other then the fact that a player might want to have it, but there is no worth or 

use to it beyond that. 

Virtual goods appear to be more often then not focused around providing 

people with some kind of entertainment or satisfaction level, which is why they can be 

coveted regardless of their worldly usefulness. Thus, they are still a very traditional good 

in that they provide some kind of utility to a person that would desire them. 

What makes them so different is that they can be mass produced and 

distributed at almost zero additional cost once they are originally coded. Supply for a 

digital good is potentially limitless, but it seldom is, for that would make it useless. This 

is not entirely unlike the problems plaguing digital media, which as of late has fallen 

victim to widespread piracy. Unlike real world media, MMOs are able to keep a much 

tighter leash on their goods. MMOs are the operators and administrators of the only place 

38 Xbox live is an Internet service offered to Xbox players that allows them to play and chat with friends. 
Among other things, it allows players to make a personalized avatar that their friends can see.

39  Schonfeld, E. (2006). Cyworld attacks! Business 2.0, 2 October.
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in which the goods people happen to desire can be used, and that gives them tremendous 

power.

RMT beating out advertising across foreign markets is not necessarily a fluke. 

RMT is becoming more and more a viable business plan. As of 2007 the global volume 

of virtual good trade was estimated to be as high as around 2.1 billion USD.40 That’s 

roughly one eighth of all the revenue brought in from Internet advertisements in the U.S. 

the previous year.41 There is certainly a demand for the digital commodity, but all these 

situations involve companies who are willing to sell it. What about in subscription 

MMOs?

The Unofficial Virtual Exchange Rate

It has been outlined that an MMO that adheres strictly to the subscription 

model of profit generation allows little influence from outside42 economies into its own. 

In a simpler and perhaps less ingenious world this may have very well been the case. A 

subscription MMO that only realizes profits for its parent company in the form of a 

monthly payment may be something of a rarity in actuality though.43 All things that are 

inherently scarce and valued will come to garnish a price, be they imaginary or not. 

Subscription MMO goods and currency are no exception. As history has shown, if there 

40 Lehtiniemi, T., & Lehdonvirta, V. (2007). How big is the RMT market anyway? Virtual Economy
Research Network, 3 March. http://virtual-
economy.org/blog/how_big_is_the_rmt_market_anyw. Accessed
19 October 2008.

41  Lehdonvirta 2009, p. 97
42 Outside is used synonymously with real life economies for this paper
43 After the initial purchase cost of course. It still costs a fair bit just to jump in, but within a few months a 
player has more then matched this cost with account fees.
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is a buyer, you can bet there will be a seller.

It is only a matter of ingenuity on the part of the supplier to unlock this 

particular market. This market would deal in something rather profound; pure utility as 

far as reality is concerned. It would be a market of the 21st century, a market of 

immaterial. It was only a matter of recognizing demand for RMT to appear on the face of 

MMOs. 

Purely subscription MMOs , of which WoW is for the most part, do not offer 

digital goods in exchange for real life currency. As a result, subscription MMOs have 

digital goods markets that do not clear without some kind of intervention. The supplier, in 

this case the MMO company, withholds sale of its proprietary wares to what is most 

likely a horde of consumers. Of course micropayment MMOs have always used RMT so 

this problem does not exist there, but an ever growing and cleverly kept business involves 

selling digital goods in realms that were never designed to host such activity.

It is likely that all subscription MMO players have had a brush with a “gold 

farmer” in some form.44 Gold farmers are nothing more then players in the great real 

money trade game; the sale of virtual reality. They simply operate outside the jurisdiction 

and consent of the game off which they happen to be profiting. Unauthorized RMT in a 

micropayment MMO would be pointless as it is likely the sellers would be quickly 

crowded out by the parent company.

44The term “farming” developed in MMOs means the act of  repetitively performing a task so as to gain as 
much of a particular item as possible in the shortest possible time. This is not to be confused with 
“grinding”, which means to repetitively perform some task so as to level up your character as quickly as 
possible. Again it is seen that time is the ultimate factor in determining a player's success level in an MMO. 
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It is claimed that unauthorized RMT can be traced back to the 1980s with 

character trading in the game Avatar, but the practice must have been extremely small 

compared to today45 In the 1990s unauthorized RMT began to take a more familiar shape 

with launch of Ebay and the ever growing popularity of MMOs like Ultima online, 

launched in 1997.46 

 The unauthorized RMT industry has its roots in the household. Originally, 

the practice was nothing more then players starting their own businesses across various 

industrialized nations.47 In the early 2000s these at home businesses began to take on a 

new shape as they continued to expand. Eager to increase profits, these businesses began 

seizing the opportunities that outsourcing provided in the form of decreased operational 

costs.  This was hardly a surprising move in retrospect given the history of real 

economies. More and more gold farmers, now turned gold providers or “brokers”, began 

to set up shops  across  various locations, largely across parts of Asia, Russia, and 

Mexico.  48  It is believed most gold farming brokerages reside in China today, perhaps 

above 80% of them.49

45Maxson, K. (2006) The early history of real money trades, comment, TerraNova, 13 Jan 
http://terranova.blogs.com/terra_nova/2006/01/the_early_histo.html 
46Lewis, S. (2006) MMO Player-to-Player Sales, FlyingScytheMonkey 
http://www.flyingscythemonkey.com/photogallery/GDC_Player2Player1.doc 
47 Dibbell, (2006) 
48Jin, G. (2006) Chinese gold farmers in the game world, Consumers, Commodities & Consumption, 
7(2)/May https://netfiles.uiuc.edu/dtcook/www/CCCnewsletter/7-2/jin.htm 
49 Found at  http://www.nytimes.com/2005/12/09/technology/09gaming.html?pagewanted=2&_r=2   
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Red dots represent confirmed primary sites while white dots represent reported sites.50

Gold Farming in an MMO

Distance is meaningless in the RMT exchange, so outsourcing was clearly the 

optimal choice. MMO commerce is tariff free, so it really doesn't matter to the 

businessman where it is made geographically. The incredibly low wages offered in 

developing countries compared to industrialized ones makes the cost of moving the 

operation worth it.

Thus, the stereotypical image of the gold farmer became a non-English 

speaking foreigner performing some menial task for hours on end to make game 

currency. It may be truthful that a large chunk of unauthorized RMT business begins 

here, but in actuality there are many different types of RMT products and services.  In 

addition to currency, there is an entire service industry that thrives on providing 

50Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008) , page 11
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intangibles that matter in an MMO, and this requires a very different type of “farmer” for 

each. There are typically a number of specific jobs within any gold farming firm on the 

operational level that often happen inside the game world.

Some of these jobs may include:51

.1 Hunter: these players kill non-player characters/"monsters". They will then take any currency 
dropped from the kill, and sell valuable dropped items in-game for more currency. 

.2 Fighter: helps the hunter to kill NPCs but does not take the drop. 

.3 Gatherer: undertakes a non-fighting role in the game to gather resources that can be sold for 
in-game currency, such as mining or wood-cutting. 

.4 Producer: undertakes a non-fighting role in the game to manufacture items that can be sold for 
in-game currency, such as blacksmithing or potion-making. 

.5 Banker: stores assets; may also "mule" the assets from one area of the game to another (e.g. a 
bank or trading location). 

.6 Dealer: delivers the currency or item to the purchaser in the game. 

.7 Marketer: "barkers" who generally advertise gold farming services to other players; 
"peddlers" who contact individual players with advertising messages.       

.8 Leveller: takes over a purchaser's character and plays it in order to raise it levels (or plays a 
firm-owned character, raises its levels and then sells that account). 52

Besides game currency, power-leveling services and in game items are often 

sold to players.53 Fully leveled characters are also often sold. Depending on the MMO 

and the item in question, item transaction can be very similar to a currency purchase. The 

order is usually completed on a website with payment coming from a PayPal account or 

credit card. After this the player (or in this particular case the digital consumer) is told to 

meet up with one of the company's avatars somewhere in the game world to complete 

their side of the transaction. Sometimes the money or item will be sent via in game mail. 

Sometimes money transactions will be completed by having the buyer post a cheap item 

into the game's auctioning system and have the RMT service buy it for an absurd price. 

51Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008) 
52Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008) 
53Carless. (2007) 
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The methods can be somewhat varied so as to make cracking down on the activity harder 

and less easy to trace.

Power-leveling on the other hand is a very different manifestation of RMT 

service and is perhaps one of the most puzzling at times. In an RMT power-leveling 

transaction the player (if they can accurately be called that) pays to essentially avoid 

having to play through what is usually a tedious part of the game. Instead the RMT 

service provider will log onto their account and complete whatever feat the player desires 

for their character, be it for reputation, skills, or simple character leveling.54 This 

naturally means giving over account information to the RMT company, which is a risky 

proposition to the player. This may give the company access to sensitive material such as 

credit card information, and it leaves the account wide open to the company for the time 

being. It is common place for accounts that purchased power-leveling services to be 

hacked later on down the line and harvested for currency, used  for public channel 

advertising, or to be used as gold mules, according to Blizzard.55

There are still however some other desirable MMO feats, items or otherwise, 

that these two forms of RMT practice cannot accommodate. To use WoW as yet another 

example; not all items can simply be traded between players. In fact, most of the truly 

rare and power relics in the game must be acquired first hand by the player. These items 

are usually the result of a raid encounter (a fight tuned for several groups of players such 

as a giant or dragon) or a particularly long and expensive quest. More often then not, a 

54Carless. (2007)
55 http://www.worldofwarcraft.com/info/basics/antigold.html   
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great deal of teamwork and coordination is required to get these items to “drop” by 

defeating the monster. This part of the game is known as raiding and is without a doubt 

designed and tuned for more hardcore players.

This researcher has seen on a few occasions entire raids of RMTers 

advertising their services inside an MMO public city channel.

“Sick of wiping on Ulduar 25 man? PST and run with us and we can get gears 

for you.” Somewhat clunky and disjointed messages are a hallmark of RMT service 

advertisement in game. To the laymen this means, "Are you tired of having your 25 

person raid fall apart and not be able to get gear as a result? If you come with us we will 

clear the whole place of monsters and let you have some gear." It is only after having 

messaged the advertiser that the player will be told it will cost them.56 

Gold Farming in the Real World 

Again, it is estimated that most gold farming happens in urban China with 

nationwide firms numbering around 50,000. If that is accurate one could expect 125,000-

325,000 people employed in gold farming as of 2006 based off what is know from firm 

employment sizes 57.

There are obviously firms that organize and pay most farmers. In times past it 

was possible to go it alone by producing, marketing, and selling one's digital goods on the 

56 Guilds or clans (organizations of players all working to help each other through the game) may have 
been the ones that inspired this type of RMT. It is common practice for stronger guilds who are capable of 
beating difficult encounters to sell raid positions to the highest bidder. However, guilds do not take 
payment in the form of RMT most of the time( most likely in fear of action taken against their accounts) 
and will usually elect to be paid large amounts of in game currency.
57 Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008) , page 14
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internet. Now a single RMT agent is likely to be crowded out by the bigger players,  such 

as IGE.58 Most gold farming firms will take on shapes similar to any other real life 

business. On the next page there is a possible example.

Image from Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"59

Smaller firms may cut corners and take only the more core elements, such as 

the actual farmers, researchers, technicians, and customer relations. The go to place for 

finding RMT services remains the net, so many firms will often use a website as their 

storefront if they don't sell their services to a broker.60  EBAY used to allow sales of 

virtual goods but they have since banned the activity from their site under pressure from 

displeased MMOs.

58 IGE will in fact buy gold from individual players to resell at a premium. This is one way a single player 
can participate in the great RMT market.

59 Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008) .(2008), p7
60Admin (2007) The life of a Chinese live operator for wow gold, WoWGoldBC, 19 Nov 
http://www.wowgoldbc.com/the-life-of-a-chinese-live-operator-for-wow-gold.html 
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It is worth keeping in mind that the majority of these jobs are produced in the 

developing world. Therefore, the sale of RMT in MMOs often acts as a transfer of cash 

from wealthier to poorer nations. The RMT market certainly produces technology jobs 

that would otherwise not exist, which may even be helping to promote some meaningful 

growth somewhere down the line. It is of course difficult to prove that this is the case, but 

the counterfactual situation of additional jobs hurting a developing community seems 

more unlikely. That is not to say that it is the farmers who are "bringing home the bacon". 

Gold farmers are the people who do the grunt work – they're the laborers, the 

ones toiling in the virtual field. The people making the money are the people running the 

show. The people I know were all traders. It's what I used to do as well. Look for good deals, 

then sell on at profit.

I even did import/export across servers for Ultima Online players. Travel to an 

Asian server, where they value things differently, get some awesome stuff dirt cheap, travel 

back to a European or American server, and sell those things for a huge profit. One good trip 

could easily net you a few hundred pounds, and that was in a time of economic hardship.61 

Wages are sadly what one would expect. A lowly farmer working 12-hour 

shifts every day can earn his or her employers as much as $60,000 per month, while the 

farmer will only earn $150.62 Some make as little as 56 cents an hour. Often farmers and 

managers will be given board along with their pay. If one is fired from their job they are 

also out of their house and on the street.

61 Found at http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2009/mar/05/virtual-world-china2 
62 Found at http://www.1up.com/do/feature?cId=3141815 
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As far as gold farming demographics are concerned they are much like player 

demographics. Gold farmers tend to be migrants from rural areas looking for work in 

urban areas. They are young, often unemployed, college students, who would work only 

part-time as farmers and part-time as students.63 While the words sweatshop and gold 

farming may seem synonymous at times some workers have come to enjoy their job. 

Some feel as though they are simply playing the game and not actually working. 

For all the so-called virtual sweatshops discovered, a lot of these young men 

and boys don't mind their jobs, and they aren't exactly working in sweatshop conditions. 

There's a world of difference between making sneakers and watching bots fight all day. 

However, they are underpaid, or as Smooth Criminal puts it, "They get paid dirt. But dirt is 

good where they live."64

Real World Response

All this real life and virtual labor makes for a fairly large gold farming 

industry. It is estimated that there are about 20 million subscription gamers worldwide 

that pay on average $10 USD per year for RMT services.65 This leads to one guesstimate 

that the gold farming industry sees revenue on the order of $200 million USD per year. 

Heeks, 2008 provided a table showing guesstimates of its size from prominent 

researchers in this area of study for 2004 to 2007.66

63 Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008) , p 14
64 Found at http://www.1up.com/do/feature?pager.offset=1&cId=3141815 
65 Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008),p 9
66 Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008)  p9
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Exact numbers may never be known since secondary67 RMT in subscription 

MMOs is off the books of the administrating MMO company. A much clearer picture 

would take shape if the myriad of gold farming firms would release their numbers, but 

that is incredibly unlikely. What is clear is that regardless of the specific size of "3rd 

party" or secondary RMT in subscription MMOs, it is a real entity that is evolving and 

growing year after year. Like it or not, the trend toward cyberspace property is solid. 

The Chinese Government has done its best to block gold farming, as has 

subscription MMOs like WoW. 

67 In other words third party RMT. This is any situation in which the host of the virtual world is not the 
one selling the good.
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"The virtual currency, which is converted into real money at a certain 

exchange rate, will only be allowed to trade in virtual goods and services provided by its 

issuer, not real goods and services," the (Chinese) Ministries said.68 

Every day, we encounter players who have been negatively affected and 

targeted by companies offering these services. So, we hope to raise awareness about the 

practices they engage in and the detrimental effects they have on all players, including their 

own customers, as well as on the game environment as a whole...

Selling gold for real money and having characters power-leveled are violations 

of our Terms of Use and End User License Agreement, and we regularly take corrective 

action when we find that these services have been used. We hope the information presented 

here is helpful to anyone considering buying gold or using a power-leveling service; these 

are just a few reasons that those services can negatively impact World of Warcraft and other 

games, and we strongly encourage players not to support the companies that offer them.69  

There is clearly opposition to this growing business, and it seems to be based 

largely on copyright laws in the real world and fear of disrupting game play in the virtual 

world. Resistance against the digital good becoming as real and pertinent as any physical 

one may be compiled by how complicated the issue is. Treating virtual goods with the 

same weight as any other good must inevitably lead to issues such as taxation, a topic that 

has already begun to receive discussion.70 In addition, arguments have been presented 

68 Found at http://www.informationweek.com/news/internet/ebusiness/showArticle.jhtml?
articleID=218101859 

69 From WoW's website. Can be found at http://www.worldofwarcraft.com/info/basics/antigold.html 
70 Seto, 2008
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concerning who actually owns a virtual item. Currently it is the administrator of the 

virtual world, but this is being challenged by the fact that it is the user who had to invest 

time to create it.71

All these issues can become extremely complex quickly and are beyond the 

scope of this paper. But it is situations like these that have lead to the argument that 

despite their falsities, virtual worlds and as such their goods are actually just as real as 

our own.72 It might be best to view a virtual economy not as another plane in space but as 

a plane that intersects often with it our own worldly economies. If one were to bring real 

money trading into this description, it would undoubtedly occupy the regions in which 

the virtual and real planes touch.

More then anything MMOs are a triumph over substance. They convince 

rational people that a world that is for the most part built on fiction is in fact real, and 

very pertinent to their life. Who is to say that this is a fundamentally incorrect notion 

either? Most activities that people engage in are designed to remove themselves from 

reality in some fashion. MMOs just take that divorce a step further; and like any addictive 

substance or “hobby” MMOs  are often abused.

While the intention of making an MMO  addictive stems from the business 

driven need for developers to make a successful game, a somewhat unintentional side 

effect is the  bestowal of real world value upon easily replicable chunks of game code. 

71 Dibbel, 2006 In which the author talks about a court case concerning Blacksnow, an RMT provider.
72 Lehdonvirta, 2008
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When a company withholds sale of these new desirables, someone is bound to step in to 

fill the demand. In this case it is the gold farmers whose job is moving more and more 

from the pages of science fiction to the currency exchange market.
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Chapter 2
A Laundry List of Externalities.

MMO companies are concerned first and foremost with maximizing profits, 

and Blizzard is not an exception.  

In practice, development costs can range from as low as $2m - $5m to as much 

as a major Hollywood film, over $100m. Monthly subscriptions, along with the amortized 

costs of software upgrades, are typically $10-$15. Thus profitability for firms in the synthetic 

world industry depend critically on attracting and securing a large number of subscribers. At 

$15 per person, a world developed at a cost of $50m needs to maintain a player base of  

278,000 users for an entire year, just to break even, assuming zero operation costs.73

Companies are always on the hunt for additional revenue streams, but RMT is 

a hot button issue. If an MMO such as WoW suddenly went from outlawing the activity 

to supporting it there would need to be sufficient reason beyond the fact that it may 

increase profits. To implement such a large change too quickly can be very risky. Many 

gamers already feel that the overall industry's direction is becoming more and more profit 

driven and less about making quality games.74 The best choice an MMO can make in any 

circumstance therefore is one that lowers cost, increases profits, and helps improve the 

quality of the game to players. The great RMT debacle may present such a situation for 

WoW.

73 Castronova,  Edward.  “A Cost-Benefit  Analysis  of  Real-Money Trade  in the Products of  Synthetic 
Economies,” (2006), p 9-10
74 Jennings. “Farmville Killed Gaming, V-Worlds, And Your Dog”

 Found at http://www.mmorpg.com/showFeature.cfm/loadFeature/4097/Farmville-Killed-Gaming-
VWorlds-And-Your-Dog.html
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For this paper it will be assumed that the supply and demand of the game 

subscription market, gold market, and RMT market is roughly linear. While it would be 

lovely to know the exact preferences of the gaming populace the information can be very 

hard to gather and sketchy to implement.

Secondary75 RMT has the potential to damage game quality and as such how 

much revenue an MMO will garnish through out its supported lifetime. If this is the case, 

purely subscription MMOs may become a relic of the past as more and more MMO 

companies shift to micropayment systems which tend to render secondary RMT obsolete, 

which has been the trend in Asia.76 

This end would not be the death of the MMO. It would, however, mark the 

demise of virtual economies that attempt to be divorced from our own, which to some 

players may be an important factor. Whether an Earth-like economy, be it digital or not, 

can actually be divorced from the global economy remains a matter of debate.

Most RMT activity directly plays into an MMO's virtual macroeconomic 

state, and as a result has the potential to alter it. If an MMO's economy becomes 

unhealthy so does the MMO itself, and people will inevitably cancel accounts. Secondary 

RMT  has the potential to directly influence how much utility or fun the player derives 

from the entire experience, whether they themselves choose to purchase RMT services or 

not77. This naturally will also affect how many players choose to reactivate accounts or 

75 RMT services that are not provided by the company that hosts the virtual space.

76 Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008) 

77 Castronova,  Edward.  “A Cost-Benefit  Analysis  of  Real-Money Trade  in the Products of  Synthetic 
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enter into the MMO at all. High subscription demand and high game quality are 

obviously positively correlated. Clearly MMOs want to ensure that players are clamoring 

to play their product.

If an MMO company can improve upon their game such that the consumer's 

willingness to pay for it increases, demand will shift outward. Likewise, if the overall 

quality of the game dips such that a consumer's willingness to pay decreases, demand for 

the game will certainly fall. This is visible in a game's subscription market. 

It is important that subscription MMO companies examine all the possible 

effects RMT may have on the player's assessment of game value due to the game's 

quality. Likewise, companies must understand how likely it is that secondary RMT can 

even be regulated in the particular game, and lastly whether or not it would be better 

Economies,” (2006)
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business to simply crowd out secondary RMT by adopting an in-house micropayment 

system. Such a radical change in design philosophy could upset the gaming community, 

but it may very well be the future market trend of western MMOs and WoW. 

Somewhat removed from this corporate and customer discussion is the 

worker and business owner who makes secondary RMT a reality. Real life money backs 

any RMT exchange by definition, and someone in the real world is earning a wage from 

their somewhat shady works in the virtual world. 

It has been shown that developing nations tend to be the producers of RMT 

services and more developed nations tend to be buyers.  This is primarily due to the 

disparity of labor costs in these countries compared with more industrialized ones, and 

perhaps in some part their comparative advantage of using computing technology to host 

gold farming services. As a result, RMT services function as exports and imports when 

borders are factored into the picture.  Therefore, secondary RMT can be thought of as 

typically a movement of wealth from richer to poorer nations. This researcher finds this 

to be a  positive on the global scale, though only a relatively small percentage of the 

transferred wealth may end up in the hands of actual workers. While this monetary 

transfer may not have been the original intent of MMO companies when selecting 

subscription based systems it nonetheless has become a reality.

Subscription MMOs that outlaw secondary RMT willingly bear the burden of 

enforcing the practice's eradication and forgo potential profits from virtual item sales. 

The clear winner in this situation is the gold farmer and the gold broker, neither of whom 
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could exist without such a policy. It is an interesting state of affairs. It is the goal of this 

chapter to illustrate how secondary RMT can affect the number and duration of MMO 

accounts due to its effects on game quality (using WoW as a primary example). 

Hopefully it will shed light as to why WoW has chosen to outlaw secondary RMT as well 

as provide a framework for examining other potential policies.

The Virtual Economy: Inflationary Effects as a Means of Eliminating Players

The amount of gold produced on any server in WoW is fairly easy to estimate 

since it only enters the game in a few fashions. Recall from chapter 1 that the production 

and creation of gold is somewhat divorced from the player constructed economy and is 

therefore set by the developers. There is an argument that if left unchecked secondary 

RMT can steal control from the game's developers and potentially hurt the player 

economy by way of inflating the value of gold.

In terms of WoW, virtual currency inflation can most easily be defined as any 

situation in which an arbitrary amount of gold requires the same amount of effort to 

produce but has less purchasing power then what was previously possible in the player 

economy. Since the developer constructed portion of the game is static it is key to 

remember that inflationary affects can only affect the player constructed portions of the 

game. Players will still be able to liquidate items into gold by selling them to merchants 

and buy basic supplies at the same price while as they participate in other gold sinks 

regardless of player set price levels. Bartering with other players, especially when many 
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have purchased RMT services, is another story however.

Average gold production is a reflection of the how lucrative and attainable 

gold fountains are and how costly and common gold sinks are.78 Almost by definition, 

gold farming agents play constantly. Even if it is not the same person at the controls, a 

gold farming avatar sees little downtime. As a result they will always tend to produce 

more than the average player by virtue of how many hours they stay logged in. 

On top of astronomical hours of play time, gold farmers strive to minimize 

the amount of gold they destroy and maximize the amount they produce. While a typical 

player may dabble in all sorts of activities while playing an MMO, a gold farmer simply 

works to make profits. This means farming a lot and spending almost nothing.  A player 

may buy an expensive mount or other accessory79, but a gold farmer won't enter into such 

gold sinks unless it will increase productivity in the long run. As such gold sinks will not 

affect them as much a normal player, and  this will keep them below what the game has 

tuned an average player to spend..

Since farmers produce gold at a rate that is much higher then a typical player, 

secondary RMT may lead to some level of in game inflation by increasing the average 

amount of gold that enters into the game's economy.80  

As the number of gold farmers increases the average gold production on a 

78 Again, Fountains and Sinks are places in which gold is introduced to and taken out of the player 
economy respectively.

79Accessories in this sense mean any none essential item that may be bought for either fun or flare on the 
part of a player. Anything bought from an NPC takes gold out of the game, so a mount, pet, or silly hat are 
all perfect examples of non essential items that none the less are important factors in balancing and 
controlling in game inflation.
80(Heeks 2008, Kaminski 2006, Orii 2007, Ward 2008, Castronova 2006)
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server must increase if this is the case. This means the purchasing power of gold will 

decrease as player constructed markets become more and more encumbered with shinny 

coins injected from gold sales.  Thus, RMT's effect on player markets will eventually 

make it harder for players to purchase desired items and services from other players if too 

much gold is in circulation.

By setting gold against the dollar it is obvious that the amount of gold 

circulating in the game world must inversely be related to its value.81 Having a large 

population of gold farmers turning out gold is analogous to having a country printing 

currency en mass, but gold farmers act without permission. Therefore, gold depreciates 

with no say from the developers. In a sense secondary RMT's presence on the game 

81It is unlikely that the exchange rate between gold and real cash is likely to affect the demand on either of 
the currencies. This researcher finds it very unlikely that speculators decide to hold their assets in WoW 
gold in hopes of having it appreciate against the dollar, but one day who knows. For now we will assume 
that price of digital gold is due primarily to costs associated with producing it as secondary RMT firms do.
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economy may be somewhat analogous to the effects of mass producing counterfeit 

money in real life.

Players that purchase RMT gold will have their purchasing power cushioned 

against inflation as they also contribute to it. If RMT activity became sufficiently large it 

might hurt the purchasing power of gold so much that players would absolutely need to 

buy RMT gold or spend many more hours playing to function effectively in the inflated 

player economy. A scenario in which RMT is nearly required would lead to an increase 

in the demand for RMT gold, stabilizing its “exchange rate” against the dollar.

This shift in demand would not fix the purchasing power of gold in the game 

however. In fact it would cause there to be even more RMT gold being injected into the 

economy, and  it would now cost more to buy on real life terms. This would lead to a 
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further increase in inflation, which would make purchasing gold even more necessary, 

and demand would rise again.  Something of a bandwagon effect manifests in this 

situation as the inflation brought on by secondary RMT reinforces the need for players to 

purchase gold.

At some point players will refuse to spend more money on RMT services or 

play more hours just to hold their position in the virtual economy. Unchecked secondary 

RMT may therefore drive players out of the game due to their diminished purchasing 

power brought on by inflation, which could even become run away inflation. In this 

scenario secondary RMT has lowered profits for the MMO company by reducing the 

quality of the game economy, and as a result the player's experience.

The Virtual Economy: Farmer and Player Gold Production as Being Equal

The argument has been made that secondary RMT may have little effect on 

inflation since gold farmers are simply producing the currency that someone else would 

have.82 This researcher finds such an notion invalid.  The argument assumes that players 

have the ability to invest more time then they currently do toward the game, but not all 

players can make the choice to spend more time playing. 

For those who want to increase their virtual economic well being but don't 

have the time to do so; the only choice is to purchase RMT services. As far as the player 

world is concerned, an RMT transaction is a magical windfall that is divorced from what 

a player can actually do in the game. If secondary RMT did not exist, this type of 

82Paul "Secrets of Massively Multiplayer Farming, Games Guides Online" 2005
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scenario could not exist. If nothing else, gold farmers exist because some players like to 

outsource their play to a degree, and it is only rational that some of this is due to the fact 

that some players wished they could play more. There is clearly some evidence that gold 

farmers inject more money into a virtual economy than the equivalent number of regular 

players would.

The Virtual Economy: Deflation from Farmed Items

Gold farmers do not only farm gold. They also sell items, both for dollars and 

gold. It is a priority for the farmer to produce items just as it is a priority to produce gold, 

be it for resale or just liquidation. An excess of trade-able items in the player economy 

diminishes their worth against game gold however, making what is felt as a deflationary 

effect for game currency.
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In the case of WoW, it is likely that this effect is smaller then the inflationary 

affects that come with secondary RMT's production of gold. This is due to how WoW 

designed items to work. Previous MMOs like EverQuest suffered from deflation from 

their stockpiled goods market, and it seems Blizzard did not want the same thing to 

happen in WoW.83 

Most of the extremely powerful items in WoW cannot be traded at all. These 

types of items are known as a bind on pickup items (or BOP).  The player can only 

receive  them directly from an NPC or loot it from a monster.84 In addition to this system, 

almost all of the items in WoW can only be worn once by one player before it becomes 

unable to be traded again, and this is known as bind on equip (BOE). These two systems 

give items a very short shelf life in the player economy as resale is not possible, 

something Everquest didn't have at its inception. 

Gold on the other hand has no set expiration date. It can be traded between as 

many players as there are in the game until someone eventually uses it to satiate a gold 

sink. Sinks can be avoided however with correct play, diminishing their effects 

profoundly.85 This combined with the fact that most items (farmed or otherwise) just end 

up being liquidated to NPC merchants ensures that gold farming will probably remain an 

83Castronova, Edward.(2001) "Virtual Worlds: A first hand account of market and society on the cyberian 
frontier"
84 Just because developers intended an item to be earned rather then traded doesn't make the activity 

impossible. Many guilds will sell positions in their raid groups so that buyers can loot BOE items off of 
recently slain bosses. In the virtual world it is only a matter of having enough money to get what you 
want, not unlike reality.

85 It is possible for a player to never enter into a gold sink and still produce new gold. If they buy 
commodities off the auction house that are undervalued and in turn sell them to merchants they are 
actually bringing new money into the game without spending any of their own. Someone still had to 
incur a repair cost in order to get the item, but this is just one example of how a smart player can dodge 
gold sinks. There are many riches to be made just using the player economy.
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inflationary practice.

The Virtual Economy:   Deflation From Quitting Players  

There are a few potential reasons why secondary RMT's inflationary effects 

may be lessened in the player economy, but more often then not it seems these effects are 

not as large. Players leaving the game is one such example as it will lower inflation and 

may even cause deflation, but this is a terrible scenario.

If a player quits, all the assets that belonged to them remain but are 

essentially frozen on the avatar, who is no longer active in the game world. If enough 

accounts remains inactive a deflationary effect may occur. Demand for and supply of 

gold pieces will fall if players exit the game.

The actual degree by which supply and demand fall is hard to estimate of 
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course, leaving the final price of gold a topic of debate. The quantity of gold pieces in 

circulation however will obviously be somewhat lower.

This is of course assuming the account remains inactive, and that the player 

did not just give away all there trade-able assets before leaving the game.86 Whenever the 

account is reactivated all its assets may potentially reenter the game's economy again. 

This however is almost always a better scenario then players leaving, especially en mass. 

Removed currency will certainly work to fight in game inflation, but at the 

price of less active accounts. This scenario means less gold in circulation, but at the cost 

of revenue to the MMO parent company and to secondary RMT firms. This is one way 

that secondary RMT can potentially damage profits and the bottom line, even if at first 

glance inflation levels in the player economy seem stable. 

The Virtual Economy: A More Active Economy due to Secondary RMT

There is no refuting that secondary RMT adds to game production. Gold 

farming efforts may take the form of more game currency, more items, or simply more 

agents active in the virtual world. It is hard to imagine that this fact in and of itself is bad 

for the MMO. There is nothing worse than an empty online world, to both the gamer and 

to the game's company. Whether or not virtual individuals are playing for fun or for real 

life commerce is rather irrelevant as long as everyone is following the rules. The problem 

is that some gold farming practices are not benign, as discussed later. 

86 This seems to be a fairly common practice. A quiting player will often tell their virtual friends before 
departing and leave either them or their guild most of their trade-able assets. Sometimes players will 
even select a random passerby to inherit their account's valuables.
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 Players will probably trade with and even group with gold farmers from time 

to time without even knowing it. To the game world, an anonymous farmer is just as 

good as another play in many ways. As for the less inconspicuous farmers, some players 

have found it fun to actually hunt them down systematically and kill them in the game 

over and over again simply for laughs.87

To a game company another account is still another account. This means the 

player, be it gold farmer or otherwise, had to buy the original software and then sign up 

with a recurring subscription.88 This is money in the bank for certain, which is hardly a 

bad thing.

In the strictest sense, more players playing the game is usually a good thing. 

It just so happens that most of what secondary RMT agents do is either extremely 

annoying to players or just destructive to the game world.

Player Utility: Player Generated RMT

Gold farmers are hardly the only RMT agents in an MMO. In fact, many 

RMT businesses were usually started by players who saw the opportunity for real life 

profits to appear on the digital frontier.89  While it is hard as a single player to advertise 

and peddle digital commodities there are avenues by which normal players are able to 

87 Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008) 

88 Not all farmers buy an original copy in all likelihood and use programs like key generators to get a valid 
account ID. They still however must pay for the monthly subscription free in order to keep that account 
active.

89(Dibbel 2005, Heeks 2006)
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cash in their online efforts.

Whenever someone is playing WoW they are usually producing something of 

value. Every advancement their character makes increases how much someone would be 

willing to pay for access to that account. More savvy players have come to realize this 

and have used it to their advantage. 

Inevitably players will put down their MMO. When they do all the time and 

effort they have invested into the game world has essentially become useless, besides of 

course the fact that they may have had fun doing it. This is not the case, however, if the 

account holder decides to sell their account before canceling it. This will usually get them 

a few hundred bucks, and the new account owner won't have to suffer through nearly as 

much grind when they arrive in the virtual world. This is obviously a plus for these two 

parties.

The answer is not so clear for the MMO company however. Yes, by way of 

secondary RMT the parent company has avoided having an account become inactive by 

virtue of it exchanging hands. However, if the player who had just bought the account 

was willing to have started playing as a new avatar they have missed out on a lot of 

potential profits.

First, the new player did not purchase the game originally since they will be 

using a preexisting account. As a result the entire initial purchasing fee is avoided. 

Additionally, the player will start much further along in the game then they would have 

otherwise, which represents lost subscription time when compared to a brand new 
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account. In addition, starting further along in the game may increase the odds that their 

stay in the game will be shorter as there will be less to do. Despite WoW's vast size there 

is still only so much content to progress though, and starting one's journey at a high level 

only limits it further. 

Therefore, in all cases except for when a new player won't enter into the game 

unless they can buy a character, reselling one's account appears to be a loss in profits for 

the MMO company. This can be a bad thing since MMO profitable dictates existence. 

However, it is arguable that both the account seller and buyer are in better situations then 

if secondary RMT did not exist. The seller gets something to show for their effort in the 

game and the buyer may end up saving time and money while still being able to play. 

This whole form of secondary RMT may be a non-issue however. Regardless 

of whether or not MMOs sanctioned account trading the activity would certainly happen. 

Player accounts would have to be bound to certain IP addresses if MMOs wished to crack 

down on this activity, and this is neither extremely feasible or likely.90

Player Utility: RMT as a Means of Catching Up

High level avatars obviously have the most personal capital. They can slay 

the largest monsters and complete the toughest quests, which of course leads to the 

biggest rewards. Lower level characters have little personal capital compared to someone 

who has reached the end of the game.

Since they can acquire the most wealth for the work, high level characters 

90 China has blocked various American MMOs to prevent gold farming
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tend to hold most of the assets in a virtual world, and that includes WoW. As a result, 

they tend to steer the player markets the most by determining price levels for various 

goods and services based on how much effort it takes for them to earn gold.

For example, a teleport to a major city from a mage91 player will typically run 

someone around 5 gold. This prevalent yet unofficial asking price became popular during 

the Wrath of the Lich King expansion as about the right amount to tip. Creating a portal 

costs almost nothing if your character is able to do it and takes little effort to perform, 

much in the same way that a level 80 need only slay a few appropriately leveled monsters 

and sell their hides to have earned that much. 

To a low level character, however, 5 gold can be a fairly hefty price tag. In 

some cases it would take less time to walk to the desired location then it would to go out 

and earn 5 gold. This is a small illustration of how the extreme inequality in WoW and 

most MMOs allows high level characters to make player constructed markets their own.

Not only do high level characters have the most personal capital, it also is 

continually growing. Newer content is almost constantly geared to high level characters 

to stave off the boredom that inevitably happens when a player has completed most of the 

game. To make the new locations, quests, and monsters more enticing developers tend to 

increase the amount of gold and item quality the new content produces. This means that 

over time the amount a max level character can earn will grow.

This means that the standard amount to tip for a teleport may be considerably 

91 Mages are a type of class in World of Warcraft likable to a traditional wizard. Among other things, they 
can open portals to various cities. People who play mages often charge for this service though it costs 
little to perform.
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higher in the future. This will pose no problem to a max level character who is able to 

produce gold at the new higher rate, but players who are on the middle to lower side of 

the level scale will have a hard time keeping up. Their purchasing power can only go 

down over time if this is indeed the case. This is even more the case for MMOs later 

along in their life cycles since a greater population will have reached the max level at this 

point. 

This makes the proposition of jumping into an MMO a very daunting ordeal. 

A level 1 character has no assets and no means of producing gold in such a way that they 

can keep up with other players. It is so difficult that most players don't even make it 

through this point. It has been reported from developers that 40% of new subscribers 

typically remain in a game for more than 2 months.92 This means that roughly 60% of 

those that venture into an MMO find themselves leaving it shortly. This represents a huge 

portion of lost revenue on the part of the MMO company, and a huge loss in the potential 

size of the game world. 

92Mulligan & Patrovsky, Developing Online Game's: An Insider's Guide (2003)
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Some of this attrition is certainly visible in the above graph, though it is key 

to remember that people often make alternate characters that they often abandon.93 It is no 

surprise that studies have found most RMT services to be purchased by casual players 

given how hard it is to get one's foot in the virtual door.94 This is likely because causal 

players are unable or unwilling to increase the amount of time they play and are also most 

likely lower level. This leaves them at a severe disadvantage in the player market, and 

naturally they wish to gain a foothold. They are the demographic by which RMT would 

seem to be targeting most.95

93(Nicolas Ducheneaut, Nick Yee, Eric Nickell and Robert J. Moore)

94(Füleki and Horváth)
95 The main thing max level characters can purchase from RMT providers is gold. Items from bosses can 

be purchased to an extent of course but this practice is much more difficult and therefore most likely 
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The existence of secondary RMT may in fact help keep people in WoW if 

they are just starting out. Having the option to purchase gold and leveling services allows 

them to catch up with the rest of the game much quicker, skipping the less then fun parts. 

Secondary RMT lessens some of the initial hardship of starting out in an 

MMO. This may prevent players from becoming discouraged, causing the likelihood of 

renewing their account to increase. This is a very positive outcome for the MMO 

company and the MMO in general. 

Player Utility: RMT and Content Exhaustion

RMT can be something of a double edged sword when it comes to inciting 

players to play more. RMT works to accelerate a player through their goals by its very 

nature, making content not last as long. This is how secondary RMT lessens the hardships 

of lower level characters.

This practice however moves players through content much quicker, meaning 

it takes them less account billing periods to complete whatever individually tailored goals 

they set out to do. MMOs with all activities completed are obviously more boring then 

those with content yet to be explored. This is why WoW often sees players with canceled 

accounts return when the next expansion comes out, something this researcher may very 

well do.

For the same reason that RMT may get some players to continue playing, 

RMT may prematurely cause other players to quit. It has been shown that MMOs are 

less common.
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addictive because they are persistent duplications of the daily grind towards improving 

one's self, be it financially, physically, or otherwise. Secondary RMT alters the speed at 

which the MMO developers designed this process to take place, which jump-starts 

beginners and prematurely ages experienced players.

 Gliders are banned from WoW since they move players through the game in a 

way that is quicker then what the game was designed for, much in the same way RMT 

services do.96 

Blizzard contends that Glider diminishes the value of WoW and causes 

Blizzard to ose customers and revenue. Blizzard asserts that WoW is a carefully balanced 

competitive environment where players compete against each other and the game to advance 

through the game’s various levels and to acquire game assets. Blizzard claims that Glider 

upsets this balance by enabling some payers to advance more quickly and unfairly, 

diminishing the game experience for other players. Blizzard also contends that Glider 

enables its users to acquire an inordinate number of game assets – sometimes referred to as 

“mining” or “farming” the game – with some users even selling those assets for real money 

in online auction sites, an activity expressly prohibited by the TOU.97 

Part of the reason players are willing to pay a subscription fee is that it 

guarantees them new things to do on a fairly regular basis. As the release of new content 

continues to demonstrate, servers are most crowded when there are new things to do. If 

96 Programs that essentially play your character for you.
97 Found at http://www.mmorpg.com/showFeature.cfm/loadFeature/3740/Real-Money-Real-

Problems.html
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secondary RMT exists new content may be exhausted sooner, and as a result players may 

become exhausted with the game earlier. This may lead to players canceling accounts, 

which is a bad scenario. 

In this situation, secondary RMT has effectively stolen future profits from 

MMO companies by providing players with the items and achievements they want now 

instead of them having to “playbour” them out as the MMO was designed. This scenario 

alone is good reason for MMO companies to fear the presence of secondary RMT.

Game Quality: The Potential to Diminish Fun

Perhaps the most important factor in determining whether or not secondary 

RMT is good or bad for a game is how it affects the game's fun level. Remembering back 

to Castronova's scheme of gamer types one recalls that several factors determine the 

playability of an MMO to the user.98 99 This researcher would also add that immersion is a 

key factor for MMO enjoyment, most notably desired by Roleplayers who wish to 

actually act out their avatar and need an appropriate environment to do that.

A game that can satisfy all these types of player is most likely to thrive. To 

say that each type of player is mutually exclusive, however, would be a grave 

misrepresentation. The reason many players enjoy MMOs is that the game offers them 

many different things to do that all play into the game's overall texture and experience. A 

model for how factors such as these play together in an MMO would probably look like 

98 Explorers, Achievers, Socializer, and Controllers.

99Castronova 2006, Yee 2006
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this.100 

As one can see, all the factors that compose an MMO's quality depend upon 

each other. For example, if one wishes to get a particular item they might have to kill a 

powerful monster in WoW. They will need to bring a group or raid to do this, which 

means they must participate in the social aspect of the game to some extent to gain allies. 

By the same token someone exclusively interested in the social aspect of the game will 

have a hard time meeting people if they do not go out and slay some monsters with 

fellow players from time to time. It is key that an MMO be designed to deliver 

competently on all the core elements that players find attractive in an MMO in order to 

produce the best final product.

The problem with secondary RMT is that it can change these crucial "fun 

zones". One need only spend a small amount of time in one of WoW's major cities before 

100Manninen and Kujanpää, 2007
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they are bombarded with a large block of disjointed text. It is the work of a secondary 

RMT barker. Gold farmers commonly use trade channels as a means of advertising their 

services for free. This is a common annoyance, but on a roleplaying server this practice 

can be much more affronting. Outside advertising can really destroy the immersion 

aspect of an MMO, and to a lesser extent disrupt the player community. 

Gold farming affects the game world in a myriad of other ways and often 

adversely. Gold farmers often choose to produce gold in one location. This usually means 

occupying a lucrative region and continuously clearing it of monsters for hours on end, 

perhaps even days. This is simply to acquire whatever gold or valuables the monster may 

drop. The problem is that location specific monsters will often be used as part of a quest, 

so players will eagerly arrive to the location in hopes of slaying a few. 

What they will find is a field full of corpses and a farmer diligently clearing 

the area of anything new that spawns101. This can be extremely frustrating to a player. 

There is only so much game space to go around, and secondary RMT requires some be 

used to support it. 

This makes it harder for players to level and earn money. This changes how 

the game was designed to be, which will decreases its quality. This sadly is an almost 

guaranteed side affect of secondary RMT. The gold has to come from somewhere, and 

more often then not players will be in competition with gold farmers to get it. It is 

theoretically possible for farmers to have control over all the best gold production points, 

101Spawning refers to a new create popping into the game world, which is how an MMO replenishes its 
digital monsters.
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but it is likely the game would fail to be fun and crumple from the inside out before this 

was the case.

Game Quality: The Darker Side of Secondary RMT

Not all gold that is sold in secondary RMT was produced by the farmer. More 

nefarious methods for getting lots of gold is to hack accounts. 

Operationally, gold frauding is much cheaper than gold farming as you don't 

need to spend time building up characters, farming assets, and waiting to be banned. Since 

you are hitting accounts and looting them on a one-time basis, you are not going to trigger 

traditional gold farming detectors.... and if you get banned, on to the next victim.102

Hacking is always a threat to the player, but secondary RMT firms certainly 

contribute to it.103 Gold farming firms place links to key logger programs on popular 

MMO forums in hopes of getting players to infect their computer. If their computer does 

become infected it will stealthily send the player's account name and password back to 

the company. Other methods include simply brute forcing a player's password 

with a program or simply tricking players to give out information by posing as Blizzard 

employees. As a result Blizzard has made it painfully clear that actual employees will 

never ask for account information under any circumstances. 

102FromGold Farming and Power-Leveling. "World of Warcraft under stress from Gold Frauders via 
Phishing and Key Loggers." 

103Heeks. "Current Analysis and Furuture Research Agenda on "Gold Farming"(2008) 
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The next step involves logging onto the player's account and changing their 

password. Once they have done this they liquidate any and all assets attached to the 

player's account and transfer it to an avatar belonging to the firm. In instances in which 

guild officers become hacked entire guild banks are vulnerable, putting potentially large 

amounts of gold in jeopardy. It is also common in these instances that agents will kick 

people out of the guild for what can only otherwise be described as a laugh. This 

obviously wreaks havoc on the social aspect and achievement aspects of the game.

Fraudulent activity likes this wreaks havoc on the players themselves. 

Sensitive information such as one's address and credit card information can be left 

exposed if one's account is hacked. While Blizzard will more often then not expunge the 

hackers from a player's account and refund most of their lost belongings, the whole 

experience usually leaves a terrible taste in the player's mouth.104 In addition, Blizzard 

must hire more customer services representatives to tend to these types of happens, 

increasing costs to the company. 

All in all, secondary RMT doesn't seem to do much in the form of actual fun 

for the player, beyond that it might allow one to skip some rather boring parts of the 

game. The methods by which secondary RMT produce assets tend to straight up hurt the 

game. The likelihood that the  game's quality will fall due to the headaches of operating 

secondary RMT seems to be high. At very high levels of secondary RMT it is likely the 

game will suffer immensely. Even at lower levels though, some players are bound to be 

104Refunding a player's money will also contribute to inflation as the company has essentially doubled a 
certain amount of currency if stolen gold is not found and destroyed.
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hassled from time to time.

The Real World: Does the Community Want Secondary RMT?

Another pertinent question is whether or not most players want RMT. 

Without demand for gold farming and other RMT services the business cannot continue. 

To say that players do not want real economics playing into their game is directly 

challenged by the fact that RMT exists. Clearly some players are not bothered by this 

type of trade or this would cease to be an issue. This means some players may even prefer 

a game with RMT. 

Just because the parent company does not like RMT does not mean that all 

the players do. Below is an excerpt from video game conference with Rob Pardo, Senior 

Vice President of Game Design at Blizzard Entertainment.

Q: Have you considered micro-transactions in WoW? 
A: We chose to go with the subscription-based model instead of that approach. We've taken the approach 
that we want players to feel like it's a level playing field once they're in WoW. Outside resources don't play 
into it -- no gold buying, etc. We take a hard line stance against it. What you get out of microtransactions is 
kind of the same thing and I think our player base would feel betrayed by it. I think that's something else 
you have to decide on up-front instead of implementing later. 

Q: But it might make it easier for the casuals to catch up.... 

A: They aren't going to be the ones spending the money. 105

WoW has chosen to outlaw secondary RMT under the argument that its 

player base would not appreciate it. This is  of course a valid reason, but when asked if 

105Rob Pardo at a gaming conference. Found at http://www.wow.com/2008/02/20/gdc08-live-from-rob-
pardo-talks-about-blizzards-approach-to-mm/ 
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secondary RMT would make it easier for casual players to catch up Blizzard remarked 

that it is not casuals who purchase most of these services. This cleverly dodges the 

question's intent, which was to ask whether or not there are positive parts to the RMT 

puzzle. The information that was given however is conflicting with other independent 

research as well as what with this researcher gad come to believe through out his career 

in WoW. 

Casual players made 17 orders of 24 which is 70.83 % of the total orders. They 

favored power leveling service packages which forms 35.29 % of their orders. The second 

favorite type of orders for the group of casual players were gold and skill leveling (17.65 % 

each) and the third favorite were power leveling and honor (by 11.76 percents). The only 

quest leveling order was also submitted by the group of casual players (5.88 percent). As it 

could be expected, normal players submitted fewer orders than the previous group and s

ignificantly more than hardcore players, accounting for 25 % of the total RMT orders a

altogether.106

Oddly enough, the demographic in which Blizzard suggests most RMT 

occurs, the more hardcore players, are those who at first glance are most obviously 

opposed to it inside an MMO. There may be more going on here then meets the eye. It 

would appear that there is some confusion about who exactly buys secondary RMT, just 

as there tends to be holes in the demographics regarding any illegal activity. An MMO 

blogger named Gordon perhaps hit the nail on the head. His blog likens how secondary 

106 Füleki and Horváth.
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RMT is treated in present day MMOs to how sex was treated in the Victorian Era.

It’s considered by pretty much everyone to be a public taboo (Buying RMT) 

and is shunned and decried by the establishment yet a huge amount of people still do it, 

proven by the sheer number of gold selling companies that exist and the money that they 

make. The act of buying gold is obviously still going on by the bucket load. I don’t know a 

vast amount about the operations behind these companies but I do know that some of the 

bigger ones employ hundreds of people and rake in millions of dollars each year in revenue. 

It’s a big business and one that consumers are actively engaging with. 

So why is it all kept so quiet? Much like Victorian hanky-panky, we all 

acknowledge that people do it but no one wants to talk about it. The number one reason of 

course s that there’s a penalty associated with the act of buying gold and the fear of having 

one’s account suspended or even banned.107

No one is rushing to admit that they participate in secondary RMT, yet the 

business thrives. The obvious resentment that many gamers feel toward the practice may 

be far more hypocritical than actual. If this is the case, and from first-hand experience it 

seems to be, then one of the main reasons Blizzard chooses to disallow RMT doesn't hold 

nearly as much credibility as it might appear. It would appear that the opinions of the 

anonymous can be deceiving if not outright dishonest.

107 Gordon from, http://blog.weflyspitfires.com/2009/11/16/buying-gold-is-like-sex-in-the-victorian-era/ 
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The Real World: Players and Farmers

What does RMT mean for a player? If they don't want to play a certain part of 

the game they don't have to. Someone else will play it for them at a very reasonable rate. 

This could mean getting them money or literally playing their character past the content. 

As long as the player is not affronted by this idea, the option of being able to pay a 

willing supplier for their service can only be seen as a good. It is the foundation of 

economics.

Farmers are employed due to secondary RMT's existence. Real people earn a 

living by pushing this new industry from the pages of science fiction to the forefront of 

the evening news. On top of this, most farmers come from considerably less developed 

locations where just the prospect of having a job is reason to celebrate.

This researcher can easily look by the inherent illegality of secondary RMT 

with the knowledge that people  in far off locations can turn a buck due to western 

wealth. The idea of the game they inhabit suffering is less appetizing. The biggest loser 

here might be the MMO company, who oddly enough allow secondary RMT to flourish 

by not providing RMT services themselves. It is a very interesting position to take.

Secondary RMT: A Mixed Bag

Perhaps the most important thing to remember about secondary RMT is that 

is steals control of the MMO from the developers and the players. With sufficiently 

rampant secondary RMT there are effectively three forces steering the game's economy, 
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and arguably the game itself. Secondary RMT is concerned only with real life profits, 

however, and not with the dynamics of the world in which it operates; an idea that must 

have seemed insane when MMOs were still in their infancy. 

There is evidence to suggest that secondary RMT by way of gold farming 

leads to some level of inflation within WoW's player markets. The severity of this effect 

is up to debate as is the exact number of gold farmers and buyers on any one server in is 

unknown. While some of the side effects of gold farming can combat inflation it would 

appear that the overall pressure from the practice is to devalue gold in WoW due to its 

inherent mechanics. If the ban on secondary RMT was lifted, player markets would 

inflate, perhaps to the point that it would only level off by players quiting. 

The effects secondary RMT have on the individual player can be nebulous 

when applied at the general level. It is doubtful that anyone has had their playtime 

enriched to a meaningful degree by secondary RMT operating in the background, but it 

really matters what type of player one is talking about when it comes to actually 

purchasing RMT services. Secondary RMT is probably a wonderful way of attracting 

new players since it lessens game difficult at the start, but there is also some evidence 

that secondary RMT may exhaust game content prematurely due to how it expedites 

players through the game.

As for overall player opinion on the practice; there is every reason to believe 

that much more players participate in secondary RMT than anyone cares to admit. Much 

of the reason why WoW has decided not to allow RMT is fear of player response, which 
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may in fact not be that large of an issue after all. 

What is painfully clear is that secondary RMT moves subscription MMOs to 

function more like a  micropayment MMOs. By virtue of the game's original design this 

could instantly be interpreted as a problem. Players elect to play subscription MMOs 

instead of micropayment for a reason, so in the end secondary RMT may lower the 

amount of utility anyone pertaining to that category would get from the experience. 

The profits secondary RMT services attain do go to people in the developing 

world. Despite arguments that the virtual worlds and the real world are becoming more 

and more woven it is hard to regard WoW's economy with the same level of seriousness 

one takes when analyzing the lives of people in developing nations. In an odd twist of 

fate, a hobby born of rampant technology in rich nations has been infiltrated by the global 

community, and as such has become a means of putting food on the table in less fortunate 

parts of the world. It might even be a means of promoting meaningful development some 

day. MMO companies certainly have a right to protect their intellectual property, but it is 

hard to shed a tear for giant companies like Activision losing some profits to the little 

guy. 

One would be hard pressed to call any force that potentially gets Americans 

to sit at their computer a little less while at the same time putting money into the hands of 

developing communities a bad thing. Outsourcing has become something of an American 

tradition; but outsourcing play does not carry with it the negative connotations of local 

bread winners losing their jobs.  Instead gamers may very well end up playing less 
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(which in some cases is a good thing) while at the same time promoting job creation in 

China. 

That said, gold farming is still a highly illegal activity with sanctions both 

real and virtual imposed upon it. There is no way of knowing if the majority of gold 

farming firms provide their employees with “good work.” There is evidence to suggest 

that they receive little in compensation when compared to what people higher up in the 

business make, and some have been likened to sweat shops as far as working conditions. 

Its something of a wash. Gold farming is illegal and potentially unsavory, but it does 

make jobs.

The future of subscription MMOs, let alone secondary RMT, is uncertain. It 

is key to remember that both industries are in their infancy. Secondary RMT can only 

exist when the MMO refuses to provide their own RMT services. It is for this reason that 

the fates of both purely subscription MMOs and secondary RMT are tied. The day MMO 

developers realize that all players may in fact wish to purchase RMT services is the day 

they will start selling off virtual goods. It is also the day that the gold farmer becomes the 

stuff of legend, effectively erasing the international trade subscription MMOs once 

promoted.
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Chapter 3
Fighting Off Reality

"Synthetic world goods have utility and are scarce; thus they have value that 

can be measured in terms of real dollars."108  Perhaps the ability to bestow value upon 

immaterial is nothing more then a hallmark of a well constructed virtual world. Wouldn't 

the player's desire to spend money on virtual assets be the most significant evidence that 

a game has succeeded in selling the virtual lifestyle? If this is the case, successful MMOs 

are very likely to develop some kind of RMT.

First, the creation of the real money evaluation of the virtual assets seems to be 

almost unavoidable, for in the sufficiently varied virtual worlds with large populations 

discrepancies between offered and ideal challenge levels would be inevitable.109 

Any future MMO has to be ready to deal with RMT. Period. In solely 

subscription MMOs  it will come in the form of secondary RMT, be it sanctioned or 

otherwise. In micropayment MMOs RMT will simply be supplied by the company that 

hosts the virtual domain, since any secondary RMT will likely be crowded out. Such is 

the MMO company's advantage, and it is odd that any company would choose not to 

capitalize off it, as is the case with purely subscription MMOs.

It is of course the company's decision in the end how to make money off their 

product, and micropayment or subscription plans are just two different business maps. 

108 Castronova 2006, p52

109 Starodoumov, 2005, pg 34
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The main differences between the two payment methods with respect to game design is 

exemplified in what they try to encourage players to do. Subscription systems tend to 

design games that are massive and hard to complete no matter how many hours one 

dedicates. Ideally, the game is intrinsically fun enough that people will continue playing 

it. Micropayment systems do their best to entice players into buying virtual goods as 

described below. Ideally, items provide enough extrinsic motivation for players to 

continue playing and buying them.

You either invest your time in collecting personal gear, or, you pay extra to become 

more individual. The extra-payment scheme is actually a valid business model of the likes of 

RuneScape and Habbo Hotel. While the basic entry is free, you can purchase something extra with real 

money and, thus, become different from everybody else. For example, in Second Life you can spend 

your (real) dollars to customize your avatar. The science-fiction vision of Stephenson’s (1992) 

Metaverse, with its budget-segregated avatars, seems to become more concrete year by year110.

Purely subscription and purely micropayment systems are opposites on a 

sliding scale. An MMO need not only be strictly one or the other. In fact, it would even 

be hard to consider WoW to be a completely subscription style MMO. Though Blizzard 

does not participate in RMT in the traditional sense, it does sell character related services 

such as server transfers and renaming, but there will be more on that later. 

There are many RMT policies to choose from. WoW has chosen embargo.

110Manninen and Kujanpää,2007, pg 30
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Of all the potential options regarding the treatment of RMT, it would appear 

that the method WoW has chosen, that of outlawing RMT and cracking down on it 

whenever possible, is perhaps the least progressive. It is a relic of a time when developers 

didn't perceive secondary RMT as a real enterprise but as something of an annoyance that 

could compromise the game's original design. 

While secondary RMT may or may not impose a net negative to game 

quality, there are definitely negative externalities that both gamer and development 

company must bear as a result of Blizzard's stance. The clear winner from Blizzard's lack 

of RMT support is the farmer, without which their business could not exist. 

It is of course true that some gamers do in fact despise the idea of real life 

economics being able to infiltrate the game world, but perhaps what they desire does not 

lie within the realm of reality given WoW's design. As was mentioned before, the general 

sentiment that gamers do not desire RMT is paradoxical considering its rampant and 

growing existence. Among all other factors, it is likely that Blizzard has heavily based its 

stance on RMT from player feedback, which may be their undoing in this situation. 
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Players have always appeared to be against RMT. The fact that the gaming population 

chooses to say one thing and do another, however, is the defining factor that allows the 

secondary RMT business in WoW to thrive.

The Costs of Fighting Secondary RMT in WoW

MMO companies may deem it best to remove all forms of RMT from their 

game.  Fighting secondary RMT requires money, which increases costs to the company. 

This is perhaps the most immediate burden the “war on reality” has on MMO companies.

This cost issue is compounded by the fact that outlawing secondary RMT 

often disrupts the continuity of the game as a separate fantasy universe, the very tenet the 

company is trying hard to preserve. Taking a hard line against RMT will diminish the 

fantasy level as will letting RMT flourish.  It is something of a no win situation.

Once the MMO has decided to take a hard line against RMT, selling gold 

effectively becomes a black market activity. This will drive up the price of RMT services 

against the dollar due to the sudden drop in supply as workers are either banned or find it 

too difficult to keep producing. 

Combined with the risk of putting their account in jeopardy, this price hike 

may cause RMT customers to reconsider their purchase. Demand for RMT services will 

drop, but not likely as hard as supply.
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The best way a company can go about stopping secondary RMT is to 

eliminate how an RMT business produces. Without workers RMT businesses produce no 

gold or services, and lucky for the MMO company secondary RMT workers must operate 

on digital turf. This means they can be banned from the game, damning all their efforts 

and eliminating all the assets on their account. It is only a matter of identifying gold 

farmers. 

Power leveling services, on the other hand, can appear to be nothing out of 

the ordinary, making it very hard to combat if done discretely. This paper assumes that 

such activities are nearly impossible to outlaw and have relatively low costs to the game 

world. Whatever an MMO decides to do, other people will inevitably play other player's 

characters from time to time for all sorts of reasons.

Policing RMT, whatever the form, requires that someone or something be 
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looking for suspicious activity.111 This means devoting resources to the war on RMT; 

resources that could be used elsewhere to improve other aspects of the game. 

The game company must devote resources to determining whether such-and-

such an activity at such-and-such a time was legitimate use of geographic or communication 

space, or was rather gold farming or ad-spamming. In all, RMT seems to add significantly to 

customer service costs.112

This is certainly felt as a decrease in potential game quality, which hurts the 

user experience and most likely profits of the parent company in the long run. Cost is a 

factor, and by no means does banning a few hundred gold farmer accounts mean the 

RMT business has been beaten. There is no penitentiary in which to lock up digital 

offenders, and again, services focused on power leveling are nearly impossible to detect. 

A banned account will hamper farmers, but they will likely just open a new one and 

resume their previous activities as soon as possible. Banning can only slow the flood of 

RMT and is never likely to eliminate it.

 But actively scanning for and banning RMT agents is not the only way 

Blizzard fights the activity. There are many passive buffers that have been built into the 

game in order to hamper farmers, some of which can be just as large a nuisance to the 

player as it would the gold farmer.

111Scott Jennings has worked as a member of the “RMT police” for NC soft.  His blog is available at 
http://www.mmorpg.com/profile.cfm/username/LumTheMad

112 Castronova, Edward. “A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Real-Money Trade in the Products of Synthetic 
Economies,” (2006)
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One method includes limiting the abilities of free trial characters to prevent 

them from being used as efficient gold mules or advertisers. Trial characters may be 

limited in the ways in which they can communicate, group, or trade with other players. A 

potentially undesirable side effect of this is the diminished capacity for the trial period to 

entice new players, as a not fully activated character isn't nearly as much fun to play with. 

It is worth keeping in mind that keeping new players in the game is already an MMO 

trouble spot, and this can only potentially exasperate the problem.  

In a somewhat comical answer to this action RMT agents have begun to 

arrange corpses of trial characters to spell out advertisements in heavily populated areas. 

This show is usually cleaned up within in a few hours by a passing GM, but it is certainly 

an eye catcher. In addition to this method gold farmers will often spam advertisements 

through private messages to players instead of using public channels (since trial 

characters still have full access to private chat functions). In short, limiting trial character 

abilities has not stopped their use as free advertising in WoW, though it has stopped their 

role as gold banks and couriers. These actions may discourage newer players from 

continuing on the game though, which is already a trouble zone for MMOs traditionally.

Another disruptive method for discouraging RMT has been the installation of 

a waiting period on mail containing gold. This waiting period does not exist on mail that 

is sent from within an account. This waiting period presumably allows Blizzard to parse 

through the mail and check for suspicious activity. This comes at the price of slowing 

down the game's economy though. 
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Therefore, nearly all sales made in WoW require a one hour waiting period 

for the cash to arrive to the seller, unless the sale is done face to face in a trade window. 

As a result many RMT trades now take place face to face, effectively side stepping this 

measure, though presumably increasing costs to the firm. Players on the WoW official 

forums had this to say after its introduction.

I'm all for catching gold sellers and all that, but not at the expense of the 

average player. This change is LAME. Like gold spam isn't annoying enough, now we have 

to be annoyed from Blizzards end as well. Thanks for nuttin'.113 

I totally get the reasoning behind the changes but can we implement some 

changes for those of us who own multiple accounts which is easily verified by the billing 

information to not have to be penalized?114 

This is an unfortunately example where the benefits, will not outweigh the 

negatives. By extending AH mail delivery to 1 hour, inconveniencing legitimate players will 

be the end result. Players who abuse their account will continue to do so and this change will 

do nothing to alter that in any significant way. It's a shame the only solution Blizz could 

come up with, is one that punishes the entire community because of the actions of a few.115 

Buffers that are installed to hinder RMT do in fact slow down the business. 

113A player named Brochai. 
Found at http://forums.worldofwarcraft.com/thread.html?topicId=1778024949&sid=1&pageNo=9

114A player named Cabtiz
Found at http://forums.worldofwarcraft.com/thread.html?topicId=1778024949&sid=1&pageNo=9

115A player named Shalaria
Found at http://forums.worldofwarcraft.com/thread.html?topicId=1778024949&sid=1&pageNo=9
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Gold farmers tend to get around them eventually though, and players can often be 

negatively effected by these measures as well. While there is evidence to suggest that 

secondary RMT may hurt overall game quality in WoW,  it is certain that combating 

secondary RMT  increases overall costs to the company. 

 As one can see with WoW, outlawing secondary RMT has its costs. Whether 

or not these costs bring more harm or good is a matter of debate. If a game completely 

removed from the economics of reality is what the gaming population at large truly 

desires then there is little else that can be done besides fight RMT. Outlawing RMT 

certainly drives up the price of gold against the dollar, and it certainly lowers the amount 

of RMT that would be happening otherwise. It does little however to completely 

eliminate RMT in the form of gold and item farming, and Blizzard has yet to produce a 

solid method to stop power leveling services. 

Given WoW's history with this issue, it is not clear that RMT can be stopped 

in this particular game. Gamers will have to get used to the idea of RMT if they haven't 

already, even if it happens behind closed doors. This raises questions concerning the 

point of fighting such a hopeless battle. Regardless, in the current situation, putting some 

kind of constraint on secondary RMT in WoW is better then letting it run rampant in all 

likelihood. 
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Secondary RMT as External Cost 

RMT sellers and buyers experience surpluses. However, these surpluses carry 

with them the potential to negatively affect the game world, the MMO company, and the 

individual player. This is only complicated by the negative externalities produced from 

outlawing secondary RMT, which is the case in WoW.

 If secondary RMT imposes external costs there must be some point at which 

the negative externalities that come with secondary RMT outweigh the benefits of the 

surplus provided to consumers.116 117 This will manifest as a decrease in overall game 

quality, which as Castronova demonstrates can roughly translate to a monetary cost to the 

game experience, just as externality costs do in the real world with problems like 

pollution.118  In other words, having the secondary RMT market clear may not be the 

greatest good considering the costs it may have on the game world.

Suppose the bees from my commercial flower-growing operation keep flying 

over to my neighbor’s pastry restaurant, driving away his customers. According to the 

economics of externalities, the price of my flowers does not reflect the social costs they 

impose, specifically my neighbor’s costs in lost revenue from customers annoyed by pesky 

bees. The price of flowers is too low, and the sales volume of flowers is too high. Good 

policy will seek to restrict the sales volume of flowers, ideally by raising the price of flowers 

116It is worth noting that there are really no negative externalities that secondary RMT firm must bear as a 
result of rampant gold farming. The negative side effects of the practice are only felt by the player and 
the MMO company.

117While secondary RMT suppliers also experience surpluses from the market it would be surprising to see 
any MMO that is worried about them.

118 Castronova, Edward. “A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Real-Money Trade in the Products of Synthetic 
Economies,” (2006)
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so that it matches the true social cost of flower production.119

The graph on the next page has been slightly modified from Castronova's 

version. The axes have been edited to include all secondary RMT services, not just gold. 

Everything else remains the same. It depicts a secondary RMT market that has not been 

actively outlawed by the MMO company.

If there were no negative external costs from secondary RMT then ideally the 

market would move to the equilibrium point where supply crosses demand at quantity Qg 

119 Castronova, Edward. “A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Real-Money Trade in the Products of Synthetic 
Economies,” (2006), p 7
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and price Pg. Regions ABCD would encompass the consumer surplus of secondary RMT 

while EFG would represent RMT supplier surplus. Regions H and I would contain the 

costs of running a secondary RMT firm. 

This paper has shown however that secondary RMT probably hurts the 

quality of WoW and imposes additional costs to the MMO company. At low levels of 

secondary RMT the net external cost from having the activity in the game is most likely 

negligible though, especially if there are no measures taken to stop it.120  Only a few 

agents are farming for resources, there aren't likely many hackers the company must 

clean up after,  any negative economic effects have yet to take shape, and most players 

are probably not even aware that the game has been infiltrated. This is likely to change as 

the quantity of secondary RMT grows in size.

If the secondary RMT  market does come to rest at quantity Qg and price Pg, 

secondary RMT will have a  high external cost to gamers and to Blizzard in this scenario; 

a cost that the farmers do not directly bear. This cost is represented by the line Sg + 

MEC, which equals supply costs of the firm plus the net marginal external cost of 

secondary RMT existing at any given level. Regions CDFG and J would come to be 

negative external costs  associated with "laissez-faire" levels of secondary RMT. The net 

social benefit of the secondary RMT market would be  (ABCD) + (EFG) - CDFGJ, or 

just ABE - J.

This social benefit is of course only for those who participate in the 

120 Castronova, Edward. “A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Real-Money Trade in the Products of Synthetic 
Economies,” (2006)
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secondary RMT market in some fashion. Players who do not engage in RMT receive no 

such surpluses, yet they still feel the costs associated with secondary RMT practices. It 

should therefore be the goal of the MMO company to avoid having rule abiding players 

bear the burden of illegal activities happening in the game world. In order for this to 

happen either the amount of secondary RMT must decrease or the negative externalities 

associated with it must be lessened. Preserving consumer surplus would probably be a 

positive for the game and player alike, but Blizzard has only shown interest in lowering 

external costs at any measure.

Scenarios with high levels of secondary RMT can be terrible. They will drive 

up the cost of maintaining the game by requiring the company to  provide additional 

customer services for solving common secondary RMT problems, like hacking. 

Additionally, a decrease in game quality for the player will certainly exist. As a result, 

both supply of and demand for subscriptions will shift inward more and more as the 

external costs of secondary RMT increase. This will cause consumer surplus to shrink 

and the MMO's profits to wane.
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If secondary RMT could be constrained to quantity Q* the negative costs 

associated with regions DGJ are eliminated. Consumers will lose the surplus BCD while 

gold farmers lose G, but also gain BC. This leaves regions F and C as the new levels of 

net external costs.121 

121  Castronova, Edward. “A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Real-Money Trade in the Products of Synthetic 
Economies,” (2006) p, 22
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This decrease in quantity causes consumer and producer surpluses in regions 

D and G to disappear. However, the external costs that cover regions DGJ are also lost. In 

this situation giving up some surplus cuts out a larger amount of negative external costs, 

which will have an overall positive impact on the game equal to J. The new benefit of the 

secondary RMT market would therefore be (A) + (BCEF) - CF, or ABE.122

The problem is that it is extremely difficult to measure marginal external cost, 

even if the MMO knows it is there. Castronova estimates that annual RMT costs could 

range anywhere from $100,000 to $29 million per 100,000 users, a sizable marginal of 

error even if it does include extreme assumptions.123  Guessing elasticity of the Sg+MEC 

122It is worth noting again that the only agents who lose surpluses are those who break the game's rules.
123Castronova, Edward. “A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Real-Money Trade in the Products of Synthetic 

Economies,” (2006) p, 29
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line is largely a shot in the dark for MMO companies.

It would appear from Blizzard's action that doing something about secondary 

RMT is probably better then doing nothing, even if information is not perfect. Blizzard's 

stance on RMT certainly does constrain its production, suggesting that it lowers marginal 

external costs. Their current method of outlawing RMT outright does more then that 

though. There may be better methods to choose from then simply banning it, but they 

would be hard to implement with the game's current design and relation with secondary 

RMT firms. 

One method would be to implement a price ceiling below the market 

equilibrium price Pg. This would cause some secondary RMT firms to close up shop, 

limiting the amount of RMT that happens and its subsequent side effects on the game. 
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Both regions D and G would become deadweight loss. Regions ABC and most of E and F 

would become consumer surplus, while the remaining portions of E and F would become 

producer surplus. C and F would encompass total negative external costs, leaving a net 

social benefit of ABE, just as magically constraining secondary RMT quantity would.

Enforcing this policy would be extremely difficult in WoW's current political 

atmosphere with gold farmers though, and this model assumes that RMT isn't already 

being actively outlawed. If Blizzard reexamined their policy they may find that imposing 

a price ceiling on a recently legalized activity will entice some firms to play by the rules. 

However, many will probably just keep producing and selling and whatever price they 

can behind closed doors. The major downfall with this policy is that it encourages black 

market activity, and (as outlawing it has demonstrated) digital offenders are very difficult 

and costly to stop.
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Another route would involve implementing a Pigovian tax on all secondary 

RMT. If Blizzard could increase the total cost of producing secondary RMT such that its 

price would reflect the actual external costs it has on the game, the market would settle at 

a point that accounts for external costs as though they were being born by the producer. If 

this is to be done the new supply line of gold farming firms should be made to intersect 

the demand line at price P* and quantity Q*.

In this scenario the market equilibrium falls where Sg+MEC crosses supply 

and demand. This is achieved by moving the supply line Sg inward. Regions D and G 

become excess burden of the tax. Region A becomes consumer surplus and half of region 

B becomes producer surplus. Regions CEFH and half of B becomes producer costs. This 

method leaves a total social net benefit of A and half of B, meaning gold farmers do not 

get as much surplus with this method. Blizzard on the other hand gets revenue from the 

tax equal to CEF and half of B, and consumer surplus remains A as it was in previous 

examples.124 

Again, this method for solving the social costs of secondary RMT is not 

likely to work. As with setting a price ceiling, levying a tax on a group of producers that 

can easily dodge it by way of a black market probably won't fix anything. 

So, WoW has turned to outright banning secondary RMT. This method 

essentially forces a black market instead of simply encouraging it. By making secondary 

RMT illegal Blizzard has shifted both demand and supply inward in some fashion to stunt 

124 It is unlikely that an MMO company would be concerned with the well-being of secondary RMT firm's 
profits. Blizzard does not even seem to be too concerned with their own player's surplus given their 
current strategy. 
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RMT production. In doing this they may be eliminating consumer surplus, which can 

further hurt the quality of the game to a player.125 Additionally, in outlawing secondary 

RMT the marginal external costs of the activity have been increased by some amount due 

to the invasive methods used to fight it. 

So, while the quantity demanded and supplied of secondary RMT will shrink 

by some degree, the marginal external costs to the gamer and the company will increase 

by some degree . This is not the most efficient way to destroy the social costs associated 

with this kind of RMT. Simply banning secondary RMT is also reckless as it makes no 

attempt to measure actual social costs or preserve surpluses potentially helpful surpluses. 

It is of the utmost importance that MMOs have a solid understanding of the 

external costs associated with secondary RMT in their game before they decide to make a 

ruling on how to deal with the activity. Flat out banning secondary RMT may be the 

worst thing to do in situations in which the exact marginal external costs of it are hazy. 

Ignoring secondary RMT firms and banning them when they become apparent eliminates 

various strategies that may help the game, the player, the secondary RMT firm, and the 

development company itself be better off.  Failing to do so will put development 

companies in Blizzard's current predicament of spending money on a war that diminishes 

the quality of their product and that can't be won.126

Blizzard choosing to outlaw secondary RMT is not a bad idea at its core. 

Their particular plan was born of a mindset that is perhaps too familiar with the 

125Rule breaker or not, a player is still a player.
126That is, can't be won without dramatic changes being made to the game itself. Such a change might be 

eliminating trade altogether.
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economics of realuty. Virtual worlds are not shackled by worldly physics, which is 

perhaps their greatest strength. Blizzard's power to control WoW is profound, and their 

developers should use that to their advantage. If American government could do away 

with the diminishing returns to make a market better it is likely they would. Why 

Blizzard won't is somewhat boggling.

There are other strategies out there for quelling the negative parts of RMT 

that do not involve limiting the supply of it at all. It is less damaging to the game and 

better business for the MMO to make secondary RMT obsolete rather then fight it.

Primary RMT; "If you can't beat em, crowd em out"

The issue that no one seems to talk about is that most of the negative 

externalities associated with secondary RMT have to do with the fact it is provided by an 

outside source. Gold farmers must clumsily navigate a terrain that never intended them to 

exist in order to stay in business. RMT services that are executed quickly, efficiently, and 

under tight control from the MMO company are much less likely to damage the game 

world. It may therefore be easiest to simply crowd out secondary RMT by having the 

MMO enter into the market as a supplier.

The three biggest ways secondary RMT can hurt a game are its inflationary 

effects on the player economy, its ability to cause various disruptions in the game world 

with gold farming agents, and the response from gamers that they would rather not have 

it. The first two effects are likely to lessen in severity if the MMO began backing RMT, 
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and most gamers may in fact end up being happier in the long run with "primary" RMT.

The effects RMT may have on the game's economy could be much more 

closely monitored if developers knew how much gold had been sold on a particular 

server. Inflationary and deflationary effects in player markets could therefore be resolved 

with the introduction of additional gold fountains or sinks. Additionally, the game may 

even think of adopting practices that resemble reverse RMT in order to quell gamer 

markets. For example, Wow may might give discounts on subscription fees if a player 

pays back enough gold. This idea has been discussed by gamers to an extent in the MMO 

EVE.127 Once the RMT cookie jar is opened all sorts of amazing possibilities are brought 

to the table. 

As for disrupting the game world, primary RMT would certainly satisfy some 

of the demand for RMT services that secondary RMT firms would otherwise. This would 

mean less secondary RMT happening on the aggregate since some of the supply is being 

peacefully and safely in house.

In fact, disruptive gold farming agents may simply disappear altogether once 

an MMO starts an in house RMT service. The cost to produce a digital good or service 

must be much lower for an MMO as there is almost no marginal cost involved once the 

good or currency has been coded. Workers sitting hours on end at a computer cannot 

compete with the level production that one MMO employee can crank out by pressing a 

few buttons. 

Additionally, power leveling could be executed instantly and with zero risk of 

127Found at http://www.eveonline.com/ingameboard.asp?a=topic&threadID=320390
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fraud to the consumer if the MMO were to provide it. MMOs such as Ultima Online have 

already experimented with selling premade powerful characters.128

Secondary RMT firms have marginal costs curves subject to real world 

physics. MMO companies have one foot in reality and one in virtual space. While the 

above graph assumes a slight increase of marginal costs as more and more RMT is 

produced, it would not be outside the realm of possibility that Blizzard's marginal cost 

curve for in house RMT services is almost flat until a very high level. It is also likely 

always below most secondary RMT cost lines as a result of this assumption.

This means that Blizzard could crowd out secondary RMT firms simply by 

selling their services at a price that is somewhere below the typical secondary RMT 

128Dibbel  "Play Money or, How I quit my day job and made millions trading virtual loot" 2006
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marginal cost curve. This is very speculative of course as information about Blizzard and 

an idealized secondary firm's marginal cost lines is only hypothetical. It makes a lot of 

sense though that an MMO would be able to produce just as much as an entire secondary 

RMT market, only cheaper and quicker.

If all goes well the MMO may have a monopoly or at least a sizable market 

share of all RMT services. In this scenario the MMO can decide on what to charge to 

control the amount of RMT that happens.129 This could be done to improve the game 

world or to maximize profits. More and more gold farming firms will close their doors as 

they realize Blizzard has stolen most of their customers by producing (or perhaps more 

accurately replicating) RMT services at a quantity and cost they simply cannot compete 

with.

As far as gamer opinion is concerned, some people would likely be mad with 

the switch. Everyone who has ever considered or already used RMT, ever bashed heads 

with a gold farmer, had their account hacked by gold farmers, been spammed by them, 

was angry when WoW made mail take longer, or was ever negatively affected by any 

secondary RMT practices will probably be quite happy. It is likely that most players 

won't even take notice. If those that feel so strongly about the issue choose to leave the 

game then the MMO has lost profits, but it is likely those disgruntled few are in a very 

small minority.

Only charging a monthly subscription fee leaves a lot of money on the table that could 

129This is of course assuming that the MMO company will still keep RMT services cheap enough that a 
secondary firm cannot step in and begin turning profits.
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be in the publishers' and operators' coffers. They're in business to make money too, and what's more, 

those who are aware of North American business history know that most consumer grumbling isn't 

backed up with subsequent action...Think of it like this. When character classed are nerfed, how much 

moaning do you see versus players ctually quitting? In a similar vein, if a game people enjoy and have i

nvested hundreds or even thousands of hours in adds a new, optional revenue stream, how badly do 

they have to hate it before they'll leave? More RMT is inevitable because it supports a lot of 

possibilities.130

The traditional method, that of trying to move the supply of secondary RMT 

down, is probably the wrong approach to improve game world quality for WoW. 

Developers should aim to decrease the negative externalities associated with  RMT by 

making it in house. The net social cost line is effectively erased ( or at least greatly 

diminished ) from the first social cost graph if the MMO steps in as an RMT supplier. 

What is left is only the positive parts of RMT services associated with making surpluses 

and filling wants.

130Richard Aihoshi, from http://www.mmorpg.com/showFeature.cfm/loadFeature/3084/page/1 
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By lifting the ban on RMT the supply will obviously increase. This will 

manifest as an outward shift in the RMT supply curve. Since MMOs can produce 

additional RMT services at the drop of a hat with little extra cost, the supply line is likely 

to be more elastic with respect to price than a solely secondary RMT supply curve. This 

will pull the supply line more  towards the horizontal than a secondary RMT market.

Additionally, demand for RMT will shift up as it is no longer an illegal 

activity that may earn the consumer an account ban. All in all, the amount of RMT will 

increase, and any profits RMT makes will now go to largely, if not entirely, to the MMO 

instead. 
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While it is true that increasing the supply of RMT will increase external costs 

if any are still present, MMOs will probably have a much better idea of what those costs 

are since they now have a better measurement of RMT on a server to server basis. From 

here different strategies and policies can be brainstormed in order to fix these costs in a 

way that was not necessarily possible before. As this is going on, however, the MMO is 

not spending money to squash RMT but instead turning a profit by making it less 

offensive. Even if the net social costs were to end up being the equal across both 

strategies one can be sure that an MMO would rather be making more money then rather 

then spending more.

In a Primary RMT scenario the costs associated with outlawing RMT vanish, 
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making an account cheaper to support and shifting the supply line outward. Demand for 

subscriptions will rise due to an increase in game quality brought on by eliminating social 

costs associated with secondary RMT, and due to the fact that RMT is no longer illegal.

Both the RMT market and subscription market move in desirable directions if 

WoW correctly implements primary RMT. The MMO will make more profits from 

entering into a new market as they cut unneeded costs and improve the game world. 

Gamers will be pleased that they have a better quality game that now allows them 

cheaper access to RMT if they so desire. There are only two parties who won't be happy, 

die hard pure subscription enthusiasts and gold farmers.
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Primary RMT Positives for WoW

Producing primary RMT is a profitable way to fight the negative side effects 

of gold farming, whereas banning secondary RMT is a costly way. To say that all 

negative costs associated with RMT will disappear if it becomes primary may be 

reaching, but clearly some of its negative costs will shrink as the business moves into the 

realm of legality.

The best part about supporting RMT though  is that the virtual goods and 

services market will finally clear in an efficient manner. Consumer and producer 

surpluses will not be tainted by large negative social costs to the game. 

Most of the people who start playing an MMO don't continue playing for very 

long. This could simply be that MMOs are not for everyone, but the extremely humble 

and difficult starting place MMOs tend to place new players is certainly a contributing 

factor. With no end in sight, many quit prematurely. Allowing RMT may actually remedy 

this problem to an extent in WoW, as was mentioned in chapter 2. This alone makes 

lifting the ban on RMT something to consider. With new players being aware that RMT 

is an option they might be willing to drop a few bucks in the coffer during their way out 

the door. In an even better scenario they may be enticed to play once their character gets 

a bit stronger from the RMT transaction.

There is no rule that players must purchase RMT. If players are only playing 

to get gear as quickly as possible then they might buy their way there. There will still be 

players that progress naturally through the game, but it doesn't matter nearly as much to 
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the MMO company when they are the ones backing RMT if content is exhausted quicker. 

Content being conquered quicker may directly fill their pockets, as will players simply 

playing for more billing periods. The parent company will still win at the end of the day 

whether it entices players to buy or “playbour” their way through the game.131

Players will still likely participate in the main form of RMT that they tend to 

supply, which is account trading. There really isn't much Blizzard can do about this 

unless they wish to start keeping track of IP addresses, which isn't likely or practical. 

Regardless of what happens, this positive player hosted secondary RMT will continue to 

happen, with perhaps some slightly negative side effects to the MMO company's bottom 

line.

All in all the large negatives that exist in secondary RMT are mended to some 

degree as RMT services shift from being supplied illegally by farmers to being carefully 

distributed by developers. This and the fact that the MMO company will most likely be 

making money makes one wonder why any MMO chooses to not provide some kind of 

RMT.

The Case with WoW

WoW didn't become one of the most popular MMOs in history by being 

poorly designed. Blizzard clearly knows what they are doing when it comes to making a 

good product and turning a dollar. Perhaps this is why throughout the years WoW has 

moved from a world in which a subscription fee allows a player an all access pass, to a 

131This is assuming that the MMO uses both subscription and micropayment systems to make profits.
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game in which real life intervenes often. In this particular case such movement is not 

necessarily a bad thing. Promoting in house RMT can both improve the game experience 

for players as well as yield more profits. The conventional notions of what it means to be 

a subscription MMO are changing, and Blizzard has obviously taken note.

As of now, WoW only allows in house RMT with items and services that do 

not majorly affect the landscape of the MMO. Gold farmers are still the ones providing 

things like game currency, weapons, and power leveling services. However, WoW never 

used to sell anything digital for dollars, and now they find themselves retailing 

accessories that can be used in the game. They have even added incentives in the form of 

leveling bonuses or even mounts if a player manages to recruit a friend to the game. This 

has lead to all sorts of strategies on how to power level as many characters as efficiently 

as possible by only paying a little more to Blizzard. 132 This certainly isn't fair to everyone 

in the game133, as not everyone gets these leveling privileges.

Various pets, mounts, and decorative items have been added since WoW's 

inception that can only be bought with real life cash. Some are rare finds that can only be 

redeemed from Blizzard's newly made card game that was launched after WoW grew in 

popularity. This had led to some cards being worth hundreds of dollars for what their 

scratch off code will get you in the game prize.134

In 2009 Blizzard partnered with Pepsi to launch two new "WoW flavored" 

132MMMORPG Guide  
Found at http://www.masterofwarcraft.net/2008/09/world-of-warcraft-recruit-friend.html     
133Fairness in the game with respect to real life is something Blizzard likes to appear to hang their hat on.
134 Sell. "Guide to World of Warcraft Mounts: TCG Loot and Promotional Mounts"
Found at http://www.brighthub.com/video-games/mmo/articles/39242.aspx?p=2 
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Mountain Dew Sodas. Upon purchase the customer could redeem a robot in the game 

world that they could use to fight against other such players.135 More recently Blizzard 

has gone with a more direct approach of doing RMT instead of using rare trading card 

rewards or soda. They now sell mounts and pets directly. 

Blizzard put the Celestial Steed mount and Lil' XT pet up for sale today, priced 

at $25 USD/20€ and $10 USD/10€, respectively. According to a report from WoW.com. the 

queue to grab these virtual items from Blizzard's store at one point topped 140,000 people, 

with waits of more than 7 hours to download the digital beasts.

The quick math puts that somewhere between $1.4 million and $3.5 million in 

revenue for Blizzard in just a matter of hours. Not surprising, considering the 22,00 

Panderian Monks that World of Warcraft fans snapped up last year, just... OK, it's still pretty 

damn surprising.136

Perhaps WoW is warming its player base up to the idea of full blown RMT 

by making baby steps toward it. Later in WoW's lifetime (or maybe in Blizzard's next 

MMO) one can bet RMT has a very good chance to rear its head in full.

As far as the gaming population is concerned, no one seems to have quit from 

these newly made methods of generating revenue, and  they are certainly RMT. In fact, 

the last time this researcher logged on he was immediately greeted by two fighting 

Mountain Dew robots fighting each other in the auction house.

135Found at  
http://a405.g.akamai.net/f/405/11649/1h/pepsicoinc.download.akamai.com/11649/sites/game_fuel/
downloads/mountain_dew_game_fuel-official_rules.pdf 
136Found at 

http://kotaku.com/5518416/world-of-warcraft-pet-sales-already-making-millions-for-blizzard
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The End of Gold Farming

The big loser when MMOs start accepting and embracing RMT would clearly 

be secondary RMT firms. Pressing a button that produces valuable items is still cheaper 

then outsourcing. Firms simply cannot compete effectively against the MMO company if 

it decides to enter into the market as an RMT supplier. Blizzard doing the right thing for 

their game may mean shutting down foreign jobs. While it is of course their legal right to 

do so, the moral implications are typical of most big business decisions. It would seem 

that the future is bleak for farmers as MMOs find better ways of ending secondary RMT 

or move the industry in such a direction that any outside RMT is not even possible.

MMO 2.0

The question that must be asked is whether or not developers actually wish to 

create separate economies in which everyone enters equally and in which they can only 

affect their standing in by playing. If this is not a priority then one need only play most 

any present day MMO to understand what that experience is. If they do desire a true and 

separate world a subscription fee is likely to be involved, but they won't find it easily in 

today's game market.

An option would be to wither the importance of commodities that can be 

traded easily between players.  There is no rule that demands MMOs be equipment based, 

and the common complaint “all gear, no skill”137 is a perfect example of some player's 

137“All gear, no skill” is often applied to MMOs in a negative manner by gamers. Some see one's success 
in an MMO entirely based on the amount of time they put in since often very little skill on the part of 
the player is needed.
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sentiment towards the design.

The question designers pose to players should be re-framed. Instead of asking 

"Would you prefer this MMO to have RMT or not?", they should ask "Would you like to 

play this MMO with RMT or a different kind of MMO without RMT?" Presenting the 

question in such a way as to imply that RMT will disappear from the game if the 

company chooses to outlaw it is dishonest. The only true way to eliminate all forms of 

RMT is a complete redesign of traditional MMO philosophy. If RMT magaes to always 

have some sort of external cost this will be the only true strategy for eliminating it.

The reason first person shooters or real time strategy games have no real life 

economic tie ins is because they have no goods that can be traded freely between players. 

They are games based entirely upon what the player does as opposed to how many hours 

they put in. However, this is not in line with the MMO formula. MMOs are about 

building a character from the ground up, and more often then not that involves hording 

equipment and other valuables over time.  

But to think that a game that produces items in a worldly fashion can evade 

real life economics is simply naïve. If it was the intent of developers to produce a game 

that was divorced from reality they should not simply build a reflection of it in a virtual 

fantasy setting. Developers can keep MMOs as persistent worlds, but if items are 

required they cannot allow anything besides what a player themselves produces to ever 

leave their hands if they wish to destroy RMT. This isn't reality obviously, but neither is a 

world in which supply and demand cannot clear.
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If it turns out that grinding and gear in conjunction with commerce is crucial 

to the MMO experience then it will be difficult to eliminate RMT from the entirety of any 

game. The easiest way to solve the whole problem may be to give the player a choice 

about RMT, and it may be the most immediate solution on the horizon for present day 

MMOs. This strategy may even ensure some future for the traditional secondary RMT 

farmer.

One company, Sony Online Entertainment (SOE), now (as of 2005) offers 

players different versions of their game worlds. In one version, RMT is against the rules as 

usual. In another version, RMT is sanctioned and even administered by the company itself. 

Players who choose RMT-enabled games are free to engage in RMT as much as they wish, 

and the company handles the transactions. In doing so, SOE cuts out the 3rd party firms 

operating on the cottage industry model; on RMT-enabled servers, gold farmers can simply 

sell their gold through the SOE website, and the company directly transfers the gold through 

its databases – no delivery characters are needed.138

Identifying what the base desires is obviously important. What Sony decided 

to do allowed for both player persuasions to have the game they desired, and farmers 

were still allowed their enterprise. What Blizzard has done ensures that not all parties are 

pleased. Oddly enough, they may have elected to not cater to the majority but rather the 

minority. This is the easiest explanation as to why more and more WoW finds itself 

138 Castronova, Edward.  “A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Real-Money Trade in the Products of Synthetic 
Economies,” (2006)
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infiltrated by the politics and economics of the real world. 

Solely subscription MMOs may become a relic of the past, as might the gold 

farming industry. If MMOs continue to be constructed in such a way that makes players 

desire virtual goods some players will invariably just purchase them rather then “play” 

for them. This will push the MMO industry into adopting micropayment systems more 

and more to satiate these individuals. If a great redesign of MMO construction comes this 

may not be the case, but until then the tide is clearly moving toward micropayment. 

On a similar note, if developers could relax the idea that their game had to be 

a separate world  from our own then all sorts of new possibilities arise. For example, in 

game advertisements would be an excellent way of generating revenue, so much to the 

point that subscription or micropayment fees may be able to be done away with. There 

are likely swarms of players that would be more then willing to endure a few 

commercials so that their play time could cost nothing, and for those who don't there can 

always be a premium service that includes some kind of fee.139  It might seem odd to see 

sneaker commercials in a world filled with virtual people, but its already happening on 

PlayStation's virtual play space called Home.140

MMOs that embrace realities economics are obviously going to be the more 

profitable. Whether or not this is a good thing for the game industry is a mater of debate, 

but just because one method might generate more revenue does not exclude other kinds 

of MMO design. WoW is an interesting positing being such a large subscription MMO. 

139This is much like how Pandora, the Internet streaming music service, functions currently. 
140 Eric Krangel, found at http://www.businessinsider.com/2008/12/sony-tries-virtual-world-advertising-

on-ps3-unlike-second-life-it-even-might-work-sne 
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Perhaps the place of a fantasy space that is truly divorced from reality is somewhere in 

the niche market of MMOs. Only time will tell.

The American lifestyle is constantly shifting due to all sorts of interesting 

technologies, and it is only logical to assume that the same is true for the virtual lifestyle. 

What might seem preposterous to a gamer today sounded equally insane and perhaps 

even impossible to someone ten years ago. The MMO market is still in its infancy, and it 

is a tumultuous one at that. Where the whole thing is going and what its end goal is no 

one can really say for sure. 

The biggest question of all is whether it is the fantasy part or the reality part 

of the MMO that makes it so appealing. This researcher started playing when he was 

thirteen years old and the whole experience has only gotten more and more complicated. 

All that anyone can say for sure is that MMOs are a new and popular phenomenon that 

will likely continue to grow and evolve in large and perhaps unexpected ways. 

Conclusion: The Now and the Future

Real Money Trade appears to be somewhat inevitable in conventional virtual 

economies, namely those in Massive Multiplier Online games. Any MMO that's 

construction does not recognize this must either actively fight RMT when it develops or 

risk having the activity damage game quality. 

In an odd twist of fate foreign enterprise stands to profit from MMOs that do 

not  provide RMT to their players. Firms will enter MMOs, produce assets, and resell 
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them to Westerners at a premium. Though illegal and often fraudulent, it does make jobs 

in developing nations, chiefly for college aged-men in China.

Despite conventional wisdom, there is reason to believe that most gamers 

may in fact not mind or even be for primary RMT. This greatly reduces the merit of 

choosing not to provide and also outlawing RMT in an MMO, and it begs the question 

why some MMOs still choose not to provide it. 

World of Warcraft is one such MMO, and its policy on RMT bears costs to 

the company and to game quality.  WoW is beyond its development stage so it is unlikely 

that it will be completely redesigned to make RMT a non issue. The optimal solution 

therefore may be for Blizzard to slowly begin embracing RMT, which appears to be what 

they are doing. The best solution to beating the negative parts of secondary RMT may be 

for the parent company to crowd them out with company sanctioned primary RMT. Not 

only will this cut costs associated with policing RMT, it will increase profits to the 

company; all the while providing the gamer with a better end product. 

Why Blizzard has yet to make this move is largely from the sentiment of the 

gaming populace who choose to say one thing and do another. There is obviously a huge 

demand for RMT despite what gamers say since the industry only continues to grow. If 

this trend continues it is likely all MMOs, subscription or not, will someday embrace 

some form of RMT in their game. 

 It seems there is no way, barring that MMOs are not looking out for their 

bottom line, that gold farming can survive in such numbers in the long term. The days of 
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separating real life economics from game economics will most likely be short lived, if 

they ever really existed at all. This end is best business for the present day virtual world, 

but who knows what the future holds. It would appear that ironically the fate of the 

separate virtual economy and those who first tried to bridge it with reality are 

intertwined. 
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World of Warcraft Glossary

AC - Armor Class or Defense.

Achiever- a type of player who gets satisfaction from from completing challenges

Add - An extra monster has joined an existing battle.

Alt - A character on your account other than your main character.

AoE - Area of Effect Damage. This is a spell that hurts a group of monsters in an area 

like Blizzard in Warcraft III.

AE - Area Effect

AFK - Away from Keyboard. This means the player is away from his computer. 

Aggro - This means the monsters are mad at you and you've "activated" them to attack 

you. They are now in the motion of trying to reach and attack you. "The Murloc aggroed 

on me!" or "The Murlocs will aggro if you get too close!"

Aggro Radius - The radius around the monsters where they will "wake up" and attack 

you.

AGI - Agility

AH - Auction House

AQ - Ahn'Qiraj

AV - Alterac Valley Battleground

Avatar - Your character

BG - Battleground
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BRD - Blackrock Depths

BWL - Blackwing's Lair

Buff - A beneficial spell cast on a monster or player. An example of a "buff" is the 

Priest's Inner Fire or Shaman's Bloodlust.

Carebear - Player that prefers to help other players attack monsters rather than attack 

other players in player vs. player combat.

Camping- Playing in a particular area for an extended period in order to maximize an 

objective

Caster - A character that stays on the back row to heal or cast spells on the enemy, such 

as a Mage.

Cheese - To exploit an imbalance in the game.

Combat Pets - A NPC controlled by a player, aiding that player and his teammates in 

fights.

Controller-a type of player who gets satisfaction from from dominating other players

CR - Corpse Retrevial

Creep - Monster

Creep Jacking - A term from Warcraft 3 where players attack other players while they 

are already engaged in combat with neutral monsters.

Critters - Monsters that don't attack back, like a bunny or deer.

CTF - Warsong Gulch Battleground

DD - Direct Damage. This is a spell that does all of its damage in one hit rather than 
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spreading its damage over time. 

DM - Dire Maul or Deadmines (if in Westfall)

DMG - Damage

DOT - Damage over time

DPS - Damage per second

De-Buff - A negative spell cast on a unit that makes it less powerful. An example of a 

"de-buff" is Slow.

Explorer- a type of player who gets satisfaction from from traveling through and 

discovering the game world

FH - Full Health

FM - Full Mana

Extrinsic Motivation- Motivation that is from outside factors, such as rewards

FTL - For The Loss, a sports or game term.

FTW - For The Win, a sports or game term.

Gank - Player vs. Player: To attack another player while they're trying to fight a monster.

GM - Game Master. Someone employed by Blizzard Entertainment to assist and help 

players.

Griefer - A person who purposely tries to annoy or anger other players.

Grinding - Staying in the same area fighting the same types of monsters for a very long 

time.

Gold- Primary currency used in WoW
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Gold Farmer- Common term for someone who plays WoW in order to earn money

GS - Goldshire

Hate - Similar to threat

HP - Hit points or Health

IF - Ironforge

Incoming (INC) - This means an attack is coming.

Instancing - This is a dungeon where you will load into your OWN copy of the dungeon 

with your group. Only you and your group will be in your copy of the dungeon. Another 

group that enters the same area will enter their own copy of the dungeon.

Intrinsic Motivation- Motivation that is inherent to the activity, such as it being fun.

INT – Intelligence

Key Logger- A program that steals people's passwords.

Kiting - A style of combat in which a player continually stays out of combat range of an 

enemy usually by running from it, while simultaneously causing damage to it.

KOS - Killed on Sight. If an Orc approaches a Human Guard, the Guard would try to kill 

on sight (aggro).

KS - Kill Steal. Try to steal another person's kill.

LFG - Looking for a group.

LFM - Looking for more.

Log - When you log off; disconnect from the game.

LOL - Lots of Laugh or Laughing Out Loud. This abbreviation indicates something is 
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really funny. It's pretty cliche nowadays though.

LOM - Low on Mana.

LOS - Line of Sight

LOOT - To take the treasure from a monster that has been killed or from a chest.

LVL - Level

Mez - Short for Mesmerize. Refers to spells, such as Polymorph that temporarily 

incapacitate a target.

MMO - Massively Multiplayer Online.

MMOG - Massively Multiplayer Online Game

MMORPG - Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game

MOB - MOB" is an old programming acronym of Mobile Object Block. Mobs are all 

computer controlled characters in the game. You should likely use some other term such 

as monster, creep, or bad guy.

MT - Main Tank

Named - A special monster that is usually stronger than surrounding monsters with 

possible special abilities and item drops.

NBG - - Need Before Greed, only people that need an item will roll dice (in case there 

are more than one player in the team that needs the item).

Nerf - To downgrade, to be made softer, or make less effective. "X has been nerfed."

Newbie - A term that sometimes means new player. Newbie is also used to suggest that a 

player is not very good.
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Newb - Short for Newbie. See above. 

Ninja - To try to loot an item without other players knowing or paying attention. 

Basically, to take an item without permission.

N00b - An incredibly uncool way to say newb. Don't use it. 

NPC - This is a non player-controlled character. The characters are controlled by the 

server or realm. A "computer" character. 

OOM - Out of Mana. People say this to let their party know they are out of mana and 

can't cast any spells, especially healing.

Pat - Patrolling monster

PC - Player controlled character

Pet - A NPC controlled by a player such as a Wolf, Infernal, and so on. 

PK - Player Kill or Player Killer.

POP - Contraction of "Repopulation", often used as a shortened term for the re-spawn of 

monsters. 

Proc - Activate. Example: A weapon with a special effect will "proc" every so often. 

PST - Please Send Tell. Indicates that the person speaking wants to receive 

communication via a /t(ell) or /w(hisper) command.

Puller - Person who pulls monsters for the party.

Pulling - One of the players in a party heads out and leads one or more of the monsters 

back to the party so that the party can attack the monsters. The idea is to prevent too 

many monsters from attacking at once.
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PvE - Player vs. Environment. Combat between players and computer controlled 

opponents.

PvP - Player vs. Player. This means for one player to attack another player.

Raid - A raid is a large-scale attack on an area by a group of players.

Res - Short for resurrect

Re-Spawn - A monster that has been killed has spawned (been created) again.

Rest (state) - An indicator of how tired a character is, which affects how much 

experience is gained from killing monsters.

Rez - Resurrect

RFD - Razorfen Downs

RMT- Real Money Tarde. The act of trading virtual good and services for real currency

Roleplayer-a type of player who gets satisfaction from from assuming the role of their 

character

Roll - This means that you should roll a random number to determine who has the right 

to get an item. For example: /random 1-100

Root - To trap a target in place/stuck using a "root" type spell such as Entangling Roots.

RR - Redridge Mountains

Shard - Soul Shard. An item gained by the Warlock through Soul Draining, used to cast 

several spells such as Ritual of Summoning and to conjure Soulstones.

Small Pets - An animal following the player around. While this does not directly 

influence the player or monsters, it is cool to have around, especially the rare ones. 
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Spawns - The location or process of monsters appearing when they are created in the 

world.

SPI - Spirit

SS - Southshore

STA - Stamina

Stack - A number of identical items placed in a single inventory slot, to conserve space. 

Only certain items can be stacked. 

Socializer- a type of player who gets satisfaction from from interacting with other 

players

STR - Strength

STV - Stranglethorn Vale

SW - Stormwind

Tank - A melee character that can take a lot of damage like a Warrior.

Tap - To do damage to a monster, making it "your" kill. Once you have damaged the 

monster, you are the only one able to get experience and loot from it. A monster with a 

greyed-out name bar has been tapped by another player and will not earn you experience 

or loot.

Taunt - Related to Aggro. An ability that allows a player to pull the attention of a 

monster off of another player and onto him- or herself.

Threat - Related to Aggro. This is what a character "gives off" to generate or draw 

monster aggro.
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Train - To lead monsters into another player. This is not a desired behavior. 

Twink - A low level character who has been made more powerful by higher level 

characters, usually by getting stronger armor and weapons than the character would 

normally have at such a low level.

Uber - German slang for 'super', originally meaning 'over'; exceptionally powerful

UC - Undercity

WC - Wailing Caverns instance

WF - Westfall

Vendor Trash - An item that only a vendor/merchant would buy

WoW - World of Warcraft

WTB - Wanting to buy

WTS - Wanting to sell

XP or Exp - Experience Points

Zerg - From StarCraft, to attack something with a lot of players/units.
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